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SD8 applies for funding to keep Jewett, Winlaw, Salmo and WE Graham open
by Sheri Walsh
After an hour and a half of discussion,
the SD8 Kootenay Lake board of
education decided to apply to the Rural
Education Enhancement Fund (REEF)
for Jewett, Winlaw, Salmo Elementary
and WE Graham Schools at a special
public board meeting on Wednesday,
June 22 at Salmo Elementary. In the
audience was a carload of parents from
each of Winlaw and Jewett Schools
along with one parent from Salmo and
the DPAC chair.
The premier announced the $2.5
million REEF unexpectedly in a media
release on June 15, “to help rural schools
in British Columbia stay open.” School
districts received information about the
fund from the Ministry of Education
late on Monday, June 20. Funding
applications were due by 4 pm on June
24.
The REEF information from the
Ministry of Education listed three criteria
schools must meet to be eligible for
the funds. First, they must be in a rural
community with a population less than
15,000. Second, they must be at risk of
closure, where the result would be loss of
grades within that community or where
the closure would threaten the ongoing
viability of the community. Third,
facility condition issues, extremely
low enrolment (or extreme enrolment
decline) are not the primary drivers
for school closure. The ministry also
stipulated that funds can be used for
operating costs only, not capital costs,
and that the school district would have
to demonstrate that the schools are at risk
of closure in 2016-17.
Confusion and uncertainty were
apparent among board and staff members
at the special meeting. With limited

information available on the REEF, there
were many questions and minimal time
to obtain answers before the application
deadline.
The news release listed schools
eligible for the funding. Yahk Elementary
was on the list, but has zero students
enrolled for 2016-17. Winlaw was also
on the list, but it is not being considered
for closure until September 2017. Jewett
was not on the list, but appeared to meet
the criteria while Yahk didn’t, although
Jewett is not being considered for closure
until September 2017 either. Seeing
Winlaw on the list created jubilation in
Winlaw, but Jewett’s exclusion caused
grave concern in Meadow Creek.
Forwarded correspondence between
Winlaw PAC member Shauna Robertson
and the government REEF contact
clearly stated that Winlaw would not be
eligible for funding until the 2017-18
school year.
Because there was little confidence
in government assurances of ongoing
funding, staff recommended that the
board submit applications now.
There was disagreement among
trustees about whether to submit
applications for all schools under
consideration of closure, or just the ones
that appeared to best meet the criteria.
Trustees Beebe and Suttie suggested
“casting the net broadly,” while trustees
Huscroft and Lang expressed concern
about wasting staff time preparing
applications with minimal chance of
success.
Although WE Graham is no longer
on the list of schools the board is
considering for closure, the board
agreed to an application to REEF for
the community school. Slocan Valley
Trustee Sharon Nazaroff argued that

the school’s future is uncertain with the
Facilities Plan not yet finalized.
In addition to passing resolutions
to apply for REEF funds for the four
schools, the board resolved to use the
funds to pay for maintenance staff
time in these schools if the applications
are successful. They also decided to

ask the ministry to confirm that the
REEF funding won’t reduce the small
community supplement funding. Finally,
they voted to ask the ministry to exclude
schools receiving REEF funds from
the district average capacity utilization
calculation if their inclusion would
reduce it. Winlaw operates at or near

capacity so it increases the district
average capacity utilization, while Jewett
has very low utilization and decreases
the average. The district anticipates
responses to their applications and
queries before the July 5 meeting, when
the board will debate closure of each of
the six schools under consideration.

by Jan McMurray
The RCMP reports that Mt. Sentinel
School was evacuated on Friday, June 24
for reasons connected to the arrest of a
Mt. Sentinel Secondary School student
on June 23.
The 18-year-old male student is
facing numerous criminal charges. He
made his first appearance in court in
Castlegar on Monday.
The incident caused postponement
of graduation celebrations, and kept the
school closed to students until the last
day of school on Wednesday, June 29.
The students were evacuated due
to “a serious threat to the safety of our
students, staff and school community,”
according to a letter to parents and
guardians from Superintendent Jeff
Jones dated Friday, June 24 – the day
of the evacuation. In the letter, he asked
parents to be “extra vigilant with regard
to any grad activities, parties or events
where students may congregate this
weekend.”
The RCMP report says the Nelson
rural detachment received a report of a
possible threat at the school on June 23
at 2:30 pm. When officers arrived, school
officials had detained the student. After a
brief discussion with officials, the student
was taken into police custody without
incident.
The school was kept closed until

the RCMP were able to determine
that this was an isolated incident. The
investigation is “active and ongoing.”
The update posted on the school’s
website on Monday, June 27 said
the school would re-open to staff on
Tuesday, and to students on Wednesday.
When staff returned on Tuesday, they
would “focus their efforts on planning
for graduation and the completion of
the year,” and on Wednesday, “school
administration will be working with
the grad planning committee to plan a
graduation event.”
The annual year-end Silverwood
trip, scheduled for Tuesday, was

cancelled.
Wednesday is the last day of school,
so students who choose to attend that
day can “clean out their lockers and say
their farewells.” Superintendent Jones
ended his Monday update with: “Thank
you to everyone for your understanding
regarding the closure of our school
and postponement of our graduation
ceremony as we worked with the RCMP,
Nelson Police, police, our district trauma
response team, provincial safety experts
and the Ministry of Children and Family
Development to address the threat
to students and staff and our school
community.”

Mt. Sentinel student arrested in connection with “serious threat”

The Slocan Valley has a new youth bus, thanks to the support of Columbia Basin Trust, the Slocan
Valley Economic Development Commission, and the WE Graham Community Service Society
(WEGCSS). The 14-passenger van is also available for rent to other groups by contacting WEGCSS.

20TH ANNUAL SUMMIT LAKE WALK/RUN/BIKE/PADDLE FOR FUN
Hosted by Three Islands Resort
Come out and walk, run, cycle, kayak or canoe the 10 kms around beautiful Summit Lake on Sunday, July 10
Walk begins at 9 am sharp. Registration ($5) begins at 9 am
Refreshments & Gifts – everybody walks out a winner.

All proceeds go to the Arrow Lakes Hospital with Three Islands Resort matching funds raised

Visitor Information - Pages 18 & 19
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Nakusp Community Forest cancels Summit Lake summer logging plans
by Jan McMurray
NACFOR will not log in western toad
habitat at Summit Lake this summer.
The company made this decision June
1, after a site visit on May 31 with Jim
Guido of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and

Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO).
Guido reported that “numerous” yearling
toads were observed in certain areas on the
field trip. He also reported that NACFOR
will likely reschedule the logging for next
winter.

This past winter, logging operations at
Summit Lake had to be suspended because
a protest camp blocked the logging road.
Soon after the RCMP cleared the campers
off the road, the mild weather set in.
“At least we were able to get another

reprieve for the toads,” says Eloise Charet,
one of the local citizens defending the bluelisted western toad. “Thank goodness the
important person from the ministry came
out to see for himself. It was our letters that
did it, and of course the video.”
Guido’s visit came in the wake of
letters from members of the local group,
with video evidence of toads in the
proposed development area. The video,
available on YouTube, was produced
by ICandy Films of New Denver and
co-sponsored by the Valhalla Wilderness
Society, the Wilderness Committee, and
public donors.
The local group started making regular
field trips to the logging area in mid-May,
when they became aware of NACFOR’s
plans. At a NACFOR open house May 19,
managers Frances Swan and Hugh Watt
said that if conditions were right, NACFOR
would log the higher elevation blocks at
Summit Lake this summer, explaining that
the toads typically move to lower elevations
and the lake in the summertime.
However, the local group observed
many toads in the proposed development
area during their May field trips, and
notified FLNRO and the Conservation
Officer Service. The Valhalla Wilderness
Society also filed a complaint with the
Forest Practices Board, requesting an
investigation into whether knowingly
killing the toads would violate BC wildlife
laws.
Craig Pettitt of VWS received a
response to his emails to FLNRO from
Jim Guido on June 2. Guido gives a
summary of the May 31 field review with
NACFOR, and of the subsequent meeting
June 1 with NACFOR and FLNRO staff
to review forestry and wildlife legislation,
the best management practices document,
and to discuss the economic, social and
environmental factors at play.
“In the review of the legislation we
did not uncover anything we believe is
or could have been a contravention of the

legislation however we will leave it to
the Conservation Officer Service and the
Forest Practices Board to conduct their
independent investigations and provide
findings,” he said.
Frances Swan of NACFOR explained
in an email on June 3 that earlier field
work by an environmental monitor
did not indicate a large population of
juvenile toads in the vicinity of the higher
elevation cutblocks. “However, more recent
observations showed higher numbers of
juvenile toads emerging, possibly due
to the large cohort of 2015 toadlets. We
understand that it may not be possible to
mitigate impacts to this larger number of
toads so at this time NACFOR will not
proceed with summer logging,” she said,
adding that the Summit logging plan on the
website would be updated soon.
The local group and VWS would
like to see this part of NACFOR’s tenure
added to Summit Lake Provincial Park.
The government already has an expansion
proposal on the books for the park. “It would
be a very easy thing for the government to
adjust the proposed park addition to include
the core terrestrial habitat where Summit
Lake toads spend 95% of their lifetimes,”
says Wayne McCrory, professional wildlife
biologist and VWS director. “This would
require an addition to the reserve of only
about 670 hectares to protect this species at
risk. The government bends over backwards
to revise park boundaries for industry such
as oil and gas pipelines, but for the lack of
a 670-hectare park expansion, when winter
comes, these toads may yet have significant
additional mortalities heaped on them from
logging. That would be a travesty.”
Pettitt says that logging in winter may
reduce the damage, but hibernating toads
will still be killed, and clearcut logging
in any season will degrade toad habitat.
“With the forest overstory removed by
clearcutting, these areas will be exposed
to the sun and dry out in summer, making
them uninhabitable for the toads.”
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Jewett School community asks SD8 board to delay school closure decision
by Jan McMurray
Jewett School students, parents,
staff, and supporters came out in droves
on June 20 for the public consultation
meeting about the fate of their school.
Once again, they showed their passionate
determination to keep the school open.
At one point, everyone stood up and
shouted “No!” to closing the school, and
in another heartwarming display, a train
of children paraded around the school
gym chanting, “We love Jewett!”
Located in Meadow Creek,
Jewett is one of six schools that the
School District 8 board of education is
considering for closure. The scenario
under consideration is to close the K-5
school, to move a portable onto the
Lardeau Valley Hall property for the K-3
class, and to bus the grades 4-5 students
to Kaslo. This scenario is scheduled to be
deliberated at the July 5 board meeting,
where it could be amended, voted down,
or advanced to the July 12 board meeting
for third reading.
Board of Education Chair Lenora
Trenaman and SD8 Secretary-Treasurer
Kim Morris both assured the crowd that
they had heard the community “loud and
clear” throughout the public consultation
process so far. “It’s very clear that you
are passionate and want to keep your
school,” said Trenaman.
The meeting began with Morris
providing answers to some of the
questions the community has been
asking since late March, when the first

draft of the Facilities Plan was presented
to the public. Many people who spoke
during public time thanked the district
for the answers, but indicated that they
were too little, too late.
“You are alienating a community
and causing immense stress by not
communicating adequately,” said parent
Greg Underwood. “We’re two weeks
away from the [first two] readings [of
the bylaw] and we’ve had nothing but
lip service toward the questions we
have asked… Everyone in this room
feels ignored… Try not talking to your
husband for two months and see how
that goes for you!”
Trenaman explained that the reason
they are not answering some of the
questions is because “these are the very
ones we will be deliberating [at the July
5 board meeting].” She said legal advice
they received from two lawyers tells
them that any trustees who make their
opinions known before July 5 run the risk
of losing their right to vote on this issue.
“I know how anxious you are. We
all are,” said Trenaman. “There is no
place worse than this for a trustee. We
are trustees because we love public
education.”
Several people at the meeting asked
the board to hold off on their decision
until they know if the Ministry of
Education’s recently announced ‘Rural
Education Enhancement Fund’ (REEF)
will save the school, and until they have
hard and fast numbers on the cost of

keeping the school open, and until they
have really looked at all the options for
keeping it open.
Since the Jewett meeting, the
board has had a meeting to discuss the
new REEF funding. At that meeting,
they decided to apply for funding for
Jewett, Winlaw, WE Graham and
Salmo Elementary. The government
has indicated that the results will be
announced on June 30.
The community has been asking
over and over for the real costs of
maintaining the school. “Before we even
talk about closing Jewett, we should fully
understand the real costs associated with
operating Jewett. If and only if those
real costs indicate that there is no other
way should we seriously consider any
other plan [than keeping it open],” said
Underwood.
The ‘deferred maintenance cost’
or ‘facility condition index’ (FCI) of
the Jewett building brings up many
questions for the community. “We were
shocked when we saw it would cost $1
million to keep the school running over
the next ten years,” Underwood told the
SD8 representatives. He made it clear
that the more detailed breakdown of the
building’s maintenance needs and costs,
such as $8,431 for signage and $159,628
for cabinets, are simply not credible to
the community.
Secretary-treasurer Kim Morris
said that the board considered the
community’s complaint about the FCI

by Sheri Walsh and Lori Thompson
“How lucky you are – we’re here
to discuss a mistake you haven’t made
yet!”, former MLA Corky Evans told
five Kootenay Lake School Board
trustees in front of a crowd of at
least 300 people spilling out through
the gym doors at the Winlaw school
closure public consultation meeting
on June 13.
Corky’s presentation was one
of several delivered to the board of
education that evening.
Winlaw PAC Chair Eden DuPont
and parent volunteer Shauna Robertson
presented case studies of three typical
Winlaw students and their families.
Their illustrations demonstrated that
school location and proximity to home
are important factors contributing to
student academic, social and emotional
success.
StrongStart Coordinator Pati
McLaughlin told the board that the
program’s location is critical to its
success, adding, “You cannot take the
magic here and transfer it somewhere
else.” StrongStart attracts families who
had not previously considered public
school education she said, and 83%
of Winlaw StrongStart children had
registered for kindergarten at Winlaw.
She noted that StrongStart is now at WE
Graham on Mondays, enabling Slocan
families who cannot travel to Winlaw
to attend. She advised that basing it at
WE Graham full time however, would
likely reduce attendance by Winlaw
and especially Passmore families who
would therefore be unlikely to register
their children at WE Graham.
Network for New Parents’
Coordinator Penny Tees told the board
that locating early childhood services

close to home is crucial for families
with babies and toddlers. She added
that Winlaw Elementary is the only
accessible public building in the central
valley and that about 80% of families
with children five years and under live
in the Winlaw-Passmore area, with the
remainder in the Slocan area.
In his presentation entitled
“Effective Measurement Tools for
Decision Making,” Jerome Liboiron
challenged the data analysis
methodology used to score and rank the
scenarios included in the draft facilities
plan. A social science researcher at
Memorial University in St. John’s
concurred, stating that the majority of
the weighting was based on economic
and not educational factors. Concluding
that the school district’s methodology
lacked validity and reliability as a
decision-making tool, Liboiron told
trustees they were now “free to vote
with their conscience.”
Former WEGCSS Executive
Director Joanne Ellis gave a lengthy
presentation combining her many years
of experience working with youth in
the Slocan Valley with her extensive
research about local demographics,
school maintenance, district data
analysis and current government
school utilization policy. She urged
those present to financially support
the newly established ‘Winlaw School
Legal Defence Fund.’ She concluded
by asking the audience to show their
appreciation to the hard working
Winlaw PAC members who have
“taken on a new career.”
Referencing his experience
as a former MLA, Corky Evans
acknowledged the difficult choices
faced by trustees, but questioned their

rationale for considering closure of
a school in a growing community.
He described two decisions that he
continues to regret, explaining that
he was sharing these embarrassing
personal stories “as a gift, as a
cautionary tale.” He counselled trustees
not to be “intimidated by the bullying
of a higher authority” so that each
could “leave this good work of public
service with your head held high and
without regrets.”
In the final presentation, former
Winlaw PAC Chair Jo Buckland gave
a brief summary of the 2010 attempt
to close Winlaw Elementary, followed
by the successful creation of the Slocan
Valley Family of Schools, still a “work
in progress.” She concluded by asking
the board “What went wrong to have to
get rid of one of our family members?”
and advising that “solutions lie in
strengthening the family of schools.”
The presentations were followed
by comments from over 20 audience
members. A few added their concerns
about the data analysis, many described
community, economic and personal
impacts of a Winlaw school closure,
some asked the board to stand up
and speak out against government
demands, and many described the
educational value of the school and
the important community services it
provides.
The board of education will debate
and give all school closure bylaws first
and second reading on July 5 at 5 pm
in the gym at LV Rogers Secondary in
Nelson. They will make final bylaw
readings and adopt the facilities plan
on July 12. Additional information
will be posted at http://www.sd8.
bc.ca/?p=3507 as it becomes available.

Winlaw keeps on fighting for their school

numbers, which they also heard in
Winlaw, and decided that it wasn’t
important to determine “the real number”
– it is enough for the board to know that
it’s “a big number.”
Chair Trenaman explained that the
FCI or deferred maintenance costs are
estimated by a company called VFA,
which sends architects and engineers to
every school district facility. VFA holds
a contract with the Province to do these
audits and determine the FCI.
“Regardless of what those numbers
are, the criteria is consistent throughout
all those audits,” said Trenaman.
“Whether you agree with the numbers
or not, they are still a ruler. They are
still a measurement to tell us where
our infrastructure is at.” She reiterated
that they are not numbers the school
district comes up with, but rather that
the ministry provides.
Morris also reminded the crowd that
the school district scored the scenarios on
16 points, and the FCI was just one of 16.
One man asked for details on the
portable. Morris said they are considering
a modular building with a bathroom, and
space for Strong Start and the clerical
staff. She said they were also considering
a more permanent addition to the hall,
based on the community’s feedback.
“You’re figuring out the costs of
a portable but not how to deal with
this school. Come to us with a budget
sheet when you have one and if there
isn’t enough money, we’ll understand,”
pleaded Underwood.
Area D Director Aimee Watson said
she gave the school district “a failing
grade on their homework” because
they accepted the scenario to move a
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portable onto the hall property before
approaching the property owner, the
Lardeau Valley Community Club. SD8
Director of Operations Larry Brown
finally came to the community on May
30 to meet with the club, but both Watson
and Underwood let the board know that
they felt the meeting was unproductive,
unhelpful and extremely disappointing.
Watson asked the board to delay
the decision on Jewett for at least a
year. She proposed “to collaborate
and communicate and really have a
conversation” with the board. “I am
putting $50,000 on the table, contingent
on only one thing – don’t proceed with
the first and second reading on July 5. Do
your due diligence before any readings.
You support us and we support you.”
She pointed out that the FCI “is not
mandatory, so you are only dealing with
underutilization, so give us a year. Do not
pass those bylaws.”

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
Open daily (Closed X’mas
& New Year’s day)
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OPINION

Open letter to
Premier Clark

Re: Rural Education Enhancement
Funding for Winlaw Elementary
Dear Premier Clark,
The Winlaw community’s reaction
to last week’s press release for Rural
Education Enhancement Funding
(REEF) was nothing less than jubilant.
We have spent the past several months
collaborating and working hard to
lobby our local School District trustees
to refrain from making an irreversible
decision that would catapult our rural
community into decline.
Our argument stood that closing a
thriving school with growing enrolment
would be unprecedented! We questioned,
is our public education system really so
financially devastated that they have to
start closing schools that are full!?!
We have worked incredibly hard for
many months; interpreting the data for a
proposed long-term Facilities Draft Plan,
cast & collated numerous parent surveys,
developed and delivered professional
and well-articulated presentations at
multiple public consultation meetings,
and vigorously campaigned and
petitioned our cause.
You can only imagine how thrilled
and relieved we were to hear of the
funding announcement that would
seemingly ‘save our school’!
However, it appears that the news
was too good to be true. The lack of
clarity, obtuse communication and
incredulous timelines that have been
imposed on our District to apply for this
funding on our behalf is infuriating.
Despite having been identified as
one of the nine eligible schools on the
initial press release from the Office
of the Premier, Winlaw Elementary
has been told that our school is now
perhaps further at risk for closure due
to the details around timing between
application and receipt of funds.
Our community cannot endure
such a shortsighted, short term funding
decision that requires us to maintain
a continuous risk of closure status –
year after year, in order to be deemed
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eligible. We need a long-term solution,
and one that provides some stability
for our children and their education in
this region. If your strategy with rural
education funding is truly to seek a longterm solution to keeping rural BC schools
open, our education system needs stable,
sustainable and adequate funding, not
haphazard campaign announcements or
political tactics.
Eden DuPont
Chair - Parent Advisory Council
Winlaw Elementary School

Renewable energy can
power industrial societies

Half of new generating capacity in
2015 was in clean energy; in coming
years we will see that percentage grow
even higher. Granted, there is still a
ways to go before renewable energy
sources are dominant in generating our
electricity. Across the world, electricity
generation is still largely dominated by
fossil fuels.
While renewable energy can indeed
power industrial societies, senior fellow
Heinberg at Post Carbon Institute tells
us: there is no credible future scenario
in which humanity will maintain current
levels of energy use (on either a per
capita or total basis). Therefore current
levels of resource extraction, industrial
production, and consumption cannot
be sustained. Getting to an optimal allrenewable energy future will require
hard work, investment, adaptation, and
innovation on an unprecedented scale.
We’ll be changing more than our energy
sources; we’ll be transforming both the
ways we use energy and the amounts
we use.
Meanwhile the need for the energy
transition is urgent, and the longer it is
delayed, the less desirable the outcome.
It is no exaggeration to say that the
transition from climate-damaging and
depleting fossil fuels to renewable
energy sources is the central cause of our
times. It demands action from each of us.
Yvonne James
Nakusp

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers.
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be
edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your
address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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Live Music on Canada Day!!!
Howling Dan, starting at 8:30!!

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

Response to letter: New
study shows cell phone
radiation caused
cancer in rats

It looks like I read the same article,
and as usual, “the devil is in the details.”
The way I remember, there were two
groups of rats, 100 in each group. First
group was under intense cell phone
radiation day and night, and 3% of these
got cancer, while none in the group not
radiated got cancer. But surprise, in
the radiated group the remaining 97%
lived longer. From other studies, we
age faster due to about 14 “natural”
parasites that everybody has since
childhood, from ticks and mosquito
bites. These parasites produce a toxic
enzyme that contaminates our DNA,
hampering the ability of our cells to
divide properly, and with accumulative
effect over a lifetime. Some specific
radiation frequencies are known to
kill specific parasites, but it seems
nearly impossible to find, identify, test,
and zap all of them in our whole body.
It is known in Hiroshima and Nagasaki
where so many died, also quite a few
lived over 100 years. One man survived
both nuclear bombs, and still alive
at 104. When it comes to cancer,
the best is prevention with good diet
and lifestyle, and also positive mind,
free of stressful situations. Otherwise,

in people with pre-cancerous conditions,
additional cell phone exposure for
extended period of time may be the
proverbial last drop into the bucket. Still,
as a precaution, I use my iPhone in the
speaker mode, and I use Bluetooth in my
car, with the cell phone far from my head.
Vlad Stuchlik
Nakusp

An open letter to
Chrysia Freeland,
Minister of
International Trade

After much thought I am writing
you to express my opinion concerning
the TPP. This is a bill inherited from
the Harper government, and while there
are a few benefits for Canada, there is a
huge downside.
I’m referring to the ISDS provisions
contained in this agreement, which are
an expansion of the powers already
granted to corporations by governments
in NAFTA. Under NAFTA, Canada
has been the target of 70% of all claims
from foreign investors since 2005,
and currently they are seeking several
billions of dollars in damages from our
government.
The TPP, and other agreements
like it are in the end investor protection
agreements, not trade agreements. As it
stands Canada has free trade agreements
in place with the US, Mexico, Chile

and Peru right now. Investor protection
agreements contain ISDS provisions
which compromise the ability of
government to enact environmental
protection legislation. For a foreign
investor to be able to sue Canada over
our internal decisions to protect the
environment (or, for that matter, any
other reason) is not in our best interest.
These agreements tying the hands of
government have come to the attention
of the citizens involved because of the
pressing and ongoing threat of climate
change and global warming, if for no
other reason. It’s time for governments
worldwide to jettison these agreements,
and Canada should lead the way, for a
change.
The underlying philosophical idea
- that somehow the free market can
replace government - has been shown
to be false and unworkable. Strong
government is absolutely critical to our
collective future, and corporations must
be subject to regulation. To give them the
ability to sue and win on what amounts to
their whim is a bit like giving the kids the
credit cards and keys to the car.
I know, this is a very complex issue
with far-reaching ramifications, but that
sword cuts both ways ... assenting to
this agreement and others like it is not
the way forward for us as a country and
as a species.
Harvey Armstrong
Kaslo
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Firefighters are more
than just another
village service

I recently received a survey from
the Village of Nakusp. Question number
6 asks me how satisfied I am with
the following Village services. Of
the seven services, six are operated
by paid employees and managed by
new Director of Operation positions.
The Nakusp & Area Volunteer Fire
Department is a volunteer service! These
are community members who volunteer
their time, gas, and vehicles to attend not
only fires, motor vehicle accidents but
also assist paramedics in our community.
We pay lower insurance rates because
these generous individuals volunteer
their time! Recruitment and retention of
volunteer fire fighters is a challenge in
our community. I am astounded by the
thoughtlessness!
Kim Reich
Nakusp

Winlaw closure
based on bad data

I’m new to the area and was curious
why the local school board was planning
to close Winlaw elementary school.
From what I had read it was a growing
school at near capacity (seemingly
opposite to that often cited case for
closing a rural school – dwindling
enrolment in an aging population).
Neither of the public consultations I
attended at WE Graham elementary
school in Slocan on May 17th or Winlaw
elementary school on June 13th provided
any answers – or did they.
The school board trustees weren’t
talking. They were sitting in silence,
muzzled by their legal counsel, as
dozens of concerned parents,
community members and children made
presentations on the harmful effects that
closing Winlaw elementary would have
on the community and its children. It
didn’t seem like any solutions were
actually being sought in this process,
that it was more for show than anything.
I had the uncomfortable feeling that I
was watching some sort of dog and pony
show unfolding. After reviewing the data
on their website (www.sd8.bc.ca), my
trepidation only got stronger.
Each scenario the school board was
considering had been graded against
16 different criteria such that each
scenario was given a point score out of
100 and then the top scoring scenarios
were selected. Keeping Winlaw open
(scenario SV-SQ) had scored 41 out of
100 while closing Winlaw and bussing
all the kids to WE Graham in Slocan
(scenario SV-3) had scored 48 out of
100. That’s why Winlaw was on the
chopping block.
But how was it that keeping Winlaw
open had scored so badly? The data
seemed heavily biased towards closing
schools.
Nowhere in the 16 criteria was
any consideration given towards the
increased risk to the safety of the
children due to bussing them around on
dangerous winter roads. This should be

a major factor in evaluating the different
scenarios!
Criteria 10 & 11 (improve the safety,
quality and sustainability of facilities)
were allotted 19 of the 100 points in
the evaluation. Keeping Winlaw open
scored a disastrous 0 points out of 19 in
these criteria. How is this possible? Is the
building about to fall over? Pertinent to
this is a previous evaluation on deferred
maintenance costs for Winlaw pegged at
1.3 million over the next 8 years (50% of
the cost of rebuilding the whole school!).
But as was pointed out in the Winlaw
“consultation,” this assessment is heavily
inflated and includes many items that are
just not required, like around $100,000
to pave the driveway and parking area.
Criteria 7 (provide schools within
preferred capacity ranges) – if you
thought keeping Winlaw open would
score well in this criteria because it’s at
nearly 100% enrolment (what the school
board wants, right?) you would be wrong
– keeping the school open scores 1 out of
4 points in this category, same as a school
that is only 10% full.
And so on.
Many of these flaws in the data were
pointed out to the trustees at the Winlaw
“consultation.” Is the data going to be
changed to correct these inconsistencies?
Of course not, there are no plans to do
this.
So the question is: will the trustees
listen to their electorate or capitulate to
the biased data?
Kevin Shaw
Winlaw

Liquid Waste
Management
Plan needs work

A few observations:
There is no documented evidence
of failures of on-site septic systems
contaminating the lake and there are
very few failures of septic systems.
Most systems in lower Kaslo have been
upgraded in the last 20 years.
There has been no growth in Kaslo
in the last 20 years (page 52) and the
sewer system was installed Kaslo 20
years ago from the marina around the
bay to the loggers sports area to promote
development. Hasn’t happened and in
fact has gone into reverse.
There are 182 dwellings in lower
Kaslo to be added. The area is 10
blocks. The projected costs for doing
the minimum upgrade to the sewer plant
and installation of underground piping
is $5,400,000. Page 53. The pipes alone
cost $4,650,000 to install and that means
it costs $465,000 per block.
It cost approximately $3 million
dollars to install the sewer for six blocks
in 1996 and the projected cost for 2016
is $5 million dollars for 10 blocks so the
cost at half a million dollars per block
hasn’t changed.
Neil said the the sharing of costs
by federal, provincial and municipal
governments is done differently now.
He said that one time grants are available
but that sounds like what was available
before but at $500,000 per block it works
out to at least $600 per household for

capital costs and user fees when spread
out to a one-third share over 25 years at
2%. I know that rents will go up and I
wonder if the Legion will survive.
I don’t think the general public and
for that matter the members of council
have done their research. We should
finish what was started in Kaslo Bay
before putting any more costs on the
taxpayers.
I note, without prejudice, there
is only one member of council with
property that would be affected by a tax
increase in lower Kaslo, and that member
has it up for sale.
Patrick Mackle
Kaslo
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municipal to federal, to deny the Sinixt
their unceded rights. There is only the
continued pretense that either the Sinixt
don’t exist, and if they did, it wasn’t in
Nelson. This protocol is riddled with
moral, ethical and structural weaknesses.
It has got to be the most obtuse statement
I have ever read about “honouring” First
Nations. When it is read out at all City
events, we should all remember to hang
our heads in shame. When called to step
up and answer to the past in order to
create a vision for the future, all Nelson
could muster was this drivel.
K.L. Kivi
Nelson

social media, so that the information of
the search mission could quickly spread
throughout the community and identified
without delay of several days.
This entire episode brings me to
wondering how other small lakeshore
communities deal with this situation?
Which is why I am also sending this to
Richard Cannings, our current MP, as
waterways are federal jurisdiction.
I am attaching a cheque for $150 to
go towards the much appreciated work of
the local Search and Rescue volunteers
which comes nowhere near, I am sure,
to compensating them for their time and
the stress.
Everyone involved was relieved
to bring the matter to closure without
tragedy – when I claimed my kayak –
which is now securely identified and
tethered. Is yours?
Fran Wallis
Silverton

An open letter to Fire
Time to recognize Chief Leonard Casley
the Sinixt
& Search and Rescue
If truth is the first step toward
reconciliation, then in 2016 on the Coordinator, Silverton
60th anniversary of the Declaration of
Extinction of the Sinixt/Arrow Lakes & New Denver mayors & Solar
People for the purposes of Canada’s councilors, RCMP New
misinformation?
Indian Act, we in the West Kootenay are
Judging by his letter in the Valley
Denver detachment,
still far from our goal.
Voice of June 15, Norm Yanke needs
According to multiple
anthropologists – Dawson (1892), Richard Cannings, MP to take a trip to Germany, or possibly to
Teit (1909), Boas (1928), Ray(1936), & Katrine Conroy, MLA any of the other more northern European
countries to get a better notion about
etc. – Nelson sits squarely in the Sinixt

tum xula 7wh. And yet, in the City of
Nelson’s recent aboriginal protocol, they
acknowledge “all Indigenous peoples on
whose traditional territories we stand.”
This politically expedient statement
has nothing to do with truth. Instead,
it’s about colonial whitewashing under
the pretense of being a progressive
community. It’s Nelson doing the Truth
and Reconciliation dance without
actually addressing our ongoing
occupation of Sinixt unceded territory.
Extinction means “total destruction
or annihilation” (OED). We perpetuate
this destruction by reducing once
thriving and unique people into the
vague category of “indigenous.” There
were specific people who lived here
with a specific culture which emerged
from this land, in response to this land.
And they still live here, still hunt and
gather here, still carry out their traditional
responsibilities to their ancestors. By
refusing to speak their name, we re-enact
their bureaucratic obliteration and our
complicity in this cultural genocide.
The second sentence of the protocol
reads, “We honour their connection
to the land and rivers and respect the
importance of the environment to our
strength as a community.” What does the
City of Nelson actually do to “honour”
their connection? Are they suggesting
that if the City respects “the importance
of the environment” this translates into
respect for indigenous people? And that
this amounts to strength for a community
that fails to acknowledge the people who
have lived here for millennia?
There is little in the City
of Nelson aboriginal protocol that
reflects any truth except the ongoing
project of colonialism. There is no
acknowledgement of the brutality
that brought about the bureaucratic
genocide of the Sinixt Nation. There
is no acknowledgement of the ongoing
machinations of government, from

In early May I had the unhappy
experience of visiting Cooper Beach
at the foot of 6th Street in Silverton to
discover that my new-to-me kayak was
missing. Shortly thereafter, I contacted
the RCMP and was delighted to learn
that my kayak had been recovered and
was safely ensconced at the Silverton
fire hall.
What I was unaware of, until a
nearby local resident informed me, is that
my kayak had caused much stir when
found floating upside down in Slocan
Lake. Search and Rescue volunteers
were out in numbers searching for a
drowning victim and that everyone’s
heart was in their mouth, fearing the
worst - and reliving the tragedy of two
years ago: when we lost four young lives
in Slocan Lake.
Of course, I was hugely chagrined
that my kayak had caused such an upset.
However, in an effort to put a positive
spin on this, I am writing this letter,
following a lengthy chat with Leonard
Casley, Silverton’s fire chief and Search
& Rescue Co-ordinator.
Casley was kind in relating to me
however I detected frustration in his
voice about the overall situation. He said,
“We have to do something different.” I
think, we have to do something!
Here’s what I have discovered: there
are many untethered, unidentified water
craft on the lake shore and at any time
high water or high wind could scoop
them into the lake and so could a twolegged prankster.
What Leonard and I came up with
as a first very basic step is that everyone
ought to have his or her vessel clearly
identified with his or her name and phone
number in permanent ink.
Further that perhaps some provision
needs to be made for a way of tethering
the boats to the shore, perhaps a cable
that they could attach to, perhaps for
a fee?
Lastly, perhaps the effective use of

solar power.
I just spent two months there, from
the North Sea right to the Alps. And
what struck me most? Solar panels
everywhere: on the roofs of homes,
schools, halls of factories, barns,
haysheds, in the fields (sheep grazing
underneath), literally everywhere,
mostly by private initiatives. Yes, the
state subsidizes investments into solar
power (already considerably less than a
few years ago), and it still pays producers
of solar energy, that feed into the public
networks, twice the price per kWh
as what you have to pay for on their
electric bill.
Do they throw out their money
just to have fun with solar installation?
No, they put their money to where
it makes sense – long term. 30% of
German energy needs are now covered
by alternative means, mostly wind and
solar. They are trying to quit nuclear
power, because they realize the danger of
it – long term. How can the state afford
to subsidize so much alternative energy?
Germany is an industrial powerhouse
with a population of around 90 million,
three times the size of Canada. The state
revenues seem big enough to afford that
kind of farsighted environmental policy.
Does it make sense to the tax payers or
do they feel they’re being ripped off?
Obviously yes to the first, no to the
second question. Does it make sense to
transport a human body of 150 or 180
lbs by getting a two-ton vehicle moving?
No, but we do it by the millions out of
expedience – short term.
Mighty rivers start in little creeks;
let solar panels on the roofs of schools
be samples of times to come. By the
way, Frankfurt is about in the middle
of Germany, on the same latitude as the
Arrow Lakes, very similar weather, no
deserts in sight – yet.
Richard Eichenauer
Fauquier
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Slocan council, June 13: Spirit of Slocan plans Show and Shine and Labour Day events
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• The Spirit of Slocan Committee
and the Slocan Artisan/Farmers
Saturday Market are planning two
events: a Show and Shine car show
at the ball field from 10 am to 4 pm
on August 13 and a Slocan Labour
Day Celebration at the Expo Park on
September 3. A Labour Day Parade
along Harold Street from the mill site to
Giffin Street and then up to Expo Park
will start at 11 am as long as businesses
along Harold Street agree to allow the
street to be closed during the parade.
The 1947 Slocan fire truck will be in
the parade. A plaque dedicated to the
late Bernie Czelenski, former mayor
of Slocan, will be placed at the Expo
Ball Field during the Labour Day
Celebrations.
• The Village and the Slocan Legion
will apply for a Canada 150 grant to
upgrade the Legion Hall. Mayor Lunn
said the grant was “an opportunity to
double our investment in that building.”
The Village has already budgeted
$40,000 in 2016 for a new Legion roof
LICHEN
Lichens are a hybrid; a symbiotic (mutually
beneficial) relationship between a fungus
and an algae. Lichen fungi cultivate algae
within themselves. Algae are photosynthesizers, and so supply the lichen with
carbohydrates, vitamins and proteins. In
return, the lichen fungi provides the algae
with protection from the elements. Locally,
their richest habitats are open forests,
rocky outcrops and the alpine.
slocanlakess.com

Slocan Community Health Care Auxiliary
Society is sponsoring a Silent Auction
on July 8, 2016 at the Kootenay Savings
Credit Union in New Denver, BC.
Funds raised will go towards the purchase
of a Resident Floor Lift for The Pavilion.
Items on Display July 4 - July 8
10 am - 4 pm
BBQ • Bake Sale
To make a donation or for any questions
please call
Valerie 250-358-7117
Leanne 250-551-1714

and other essential safety upgrades.
• Staff was directed to look into
two requests. The first, by David
Skrobot, was an application for a
Mobile Vendor Business License to
operate a catamaran rental and tour
business on the beachfront on Sundays,
Mondays, and some holidays until early
September. Skrobot asked to keep two
15-foot catamarans on the beach beside
the pier with a sign nearby. Council was
concerned both about the precedent
this would set and about whether this
business would encroach on other uses
of the beach.
The second request was from the
Slocan Valley Seniors Housing Society
for help to reduce construction and
future operating costs for the housing
complex. The Village agreed that the
water connection fee of $1,200 would
be charged per building, not per unit.
Water and garbage fees could not be
reduced as they cover the cost of service.

Staff will look into the possibility of a
tax exemption for the housing society
and waiving its $500 re-zoning fee. The
Village will charge the SVSHS $5 for
the long-term lease of the land for the
housing project.
• Council approved the Permissive
Tax Exemption Policy. If later on they
decide to exempt the Senior Housing
Project, the policy will be amended.
• Patricia Dehnel of the Community
Energy Association and Carol Duhan
of FortisBC gave presentations.
Dehnel gave an update on the Strategic
Community and Energy Emissions
Program and urged the Village to
take advantage of free support to help
implement the draft action plan the
Village adopted last February. Dehnel
also spoke about the ‘Fueling the
Kootenays’ Electric Vehicle Charging
Station Infrastructure Strategy, a
collaborative approach to creating a
network of electric vehicle charging

stations throughout the Kootenays.
A Level 2 charging station in Slocan
is a possibility. Duhan reported on
FortisBC’s current rebate programs
to help reduce energy use. There are
rebates for heat pumps; Energy Star
lighting; Energy Star washers, dryers,
and refrigerators; insulation, heating
and draft-proofing; and Energy Star new
homes. An Energy Saving Kit is free to
income-qualified residents.
• A report by CFO Colin McClure
on the Gas Tax stated that Slocan spent
$16,192 on eligible projects in 2015 and
at the end of the year had $341,361 in
unspent funds.
• Councillor Van Bynen and Public
Works will help the Slocan After School
Sports and Arts Initiative install sheets
of plywood on the chain link fencing
at the tennis court. Tennis players will
be able to practice hitting balls against
the plywood, and hockey players will
be able to practice shooting pucks at it.

• The Fitness Centre will be allowed
to install security cameras in the
Wellness Centre hallways. Councillor
Perriere noted that the honour system
had “worked for a very long time” but
it was time to move on from that. She
reported that the Fitness Centre will be
closed for painting August 14 to 16.
• A Development Variance Permit
was allowed for the construction of a
single family home and garage at 1119
Arthur St. to reduce the setback by 3 feet
so that the buildings wouldn’t encroach
on an existing septic system.
• A letter received from Dave
Bouliane requesting to be put on the
agenda to discuss “bylaw enforcement,
a neighbour’s campground, dog control,
small business support, and lack of
action from the town” was received for
information. Mayor Lunn noted that
staff had responded to all Bouliane’s
concerns and that she herself had met
with him.

by Katrine Campbell
• Council asked staff to request
a presentation at its July 12 or July
26 meeting from Trish Dehnel,
Community Relations Manager for
the Community Energy Association,
regarding community energy planning.
• Council granted the Healthy
Community Society’s development
permit application to install a shipping
container as a food storage shed at
Rory’s on Main, for the new restaurant
the society will open on that site in the
fall, when Rory’s closes. The storage
unit will be insulated, roofed and
painted to match the main building.
• Council granted a development
permit application from The Beach
Shop, at the bottom of New Denver’s
main street, to put up two signs.
• Council received the draft
minutes of the June 2 Fire Department
Committee meeting. Village staff will
prepare a draft Service Level Policy as
well as a draft revised Fire Department
Bylaw. The New Denver Rescue
Society is interested in donating the
rescue boat to the Village of New

Denver so that it can be used by the fire
department.
• New Denver has withdrawn
from the RDCK’s Community
Sustainable Living Service, established
“for the purpose of co-ordination,
research, analytical, development and
management services relating to the
social and economic development of the
Regional District of Central Kootenay.”
All municipalities in the RDCK have
withdrawn from the service except
Silverton, Kaslo, Slocan and Salmo.
All electoral areas remain in the service.
• A request for a grant-in-aid from
Beaver Valley/Rossland Karate group
was turned down. The group is again
holding a karate camp in New Denver

in August, as a memorial to O Sensei
Masami Tsuruoka who was interned in
Rosebery. He went on to become the
Father of Karate in Canada.
Council likes the group and wants
to encourage them, but the Village
doesn’t give grants-in-aid to anyone,
Mayor Ann Bunka said. “We can do
stuff in-kind to help them when they
come. They were a wonderful group
last year, really respectful of the Kohan
Garden and the Nikkei Centre and how
they used them.”
• Council received a letter re:
Fueling the Kootenays Electric Vehicle
Strategy from Community Energy
Association Community Relations
Manager Trish Dehnel. The letter

outlined the initiative endorsed by the
three Kootenay Regional Districts. Each
has committed funds for a cumulative
total of $90,000 towards this two-year
project. The initiative’s goals are to
create a robust EV charging network,
and build capacity for EV supply and
servicing (engagement with local
dealerships and training to electricians).
Council was interested in the concept,
and wanted to find out more.
• Two items were brought forward
from in camera – a 2% wage increase
for the accounting clerk, retroactive to
January 1 and the acceptance of Vern
Gustafson’s resignation as equipment
operator. The job will not be posted at
this time.

New Denver council, June 14: Village wants presentation on community energy planning

THE CORPORATION
OF THE VILLAGE OF
SLOCAN
NOTICE OF PROPOSED DISPOSITION OF
MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
Pursuant to section 26 of the Community Charter, public
notice is hereby given that the Village of Slocan intends
to proceed with the disposition of land and improvements
legally described as Lots 13 – 20 inclusive, Block 22, Plan
496, District Lot 292 in the Village of Slocan, by means of
long-term lease.
The Lands will be leased to the Slocan Valley Seniors’
Housing Society for the development of affordable housing
with a focus on seniors. The consideration to be received
by the Village of Slocan for the disposition is $5.00. Council
will give final consideration to the disposition at their regular
meeting of July 11th, 2016. Written comments regarding this
matter will be received at the Village Office until 4pm on
Thursday, July 7th, 2016.

Slocan Curling Club vacates curling rink lease
Council and curling club toss around ideas for new facility
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
At a Committee of the Whole
meeting on June 13, Slocan council
met with members of the curling club
executive committee to discuss the
Fairbank structural assessment of the
Slocan curling facility. The architectural
assessment estimated $254,000 in
repairs (give or take a contingency of
$30,000) were needed for the 40-yearold building, which was closed for
safety reasons last fall.
In the manner of COW meetings,
issues were brought up, possible
solutions suggested, and no decisions
were made.
Mayor Lunn noted that the Village
has relied on a partnership with the
curling club to keep the building
running. She said it was “unfortunate
the way things panned out” when
extensive deficiencies were uncovered
while the club was doing repairs.
After all the work the curling club
had done, she said it was “absolutely
disheartening to see it was all for
naught.”
Councillor Burly Van Bynen said
spending even $200,000 on the building
wouldn’t make the building usable as
the “roof isn’t 100%.” Curling Club
President Randy Stewart agreed that
the building would need to be totally
rebuilt. Even using the same footprint, a

new footing, better walls, an insulation
barrier, and a new roof would be
needed. “I can’t see fixing it, you’re still
going to have the same issues,” he said.
Although the club had “been trying to
make it more appealing” he said, “the
ice was crap…dedicated curlers went
other places.” The club only had eight
curlers when it was shut down. He said
“We all want to curl…we all want to
have a facility to go to.”
Replacing the building with a
multi-use facility, in or outside of
the Village boundaries, was one idea
that was kicked around. Councillor
Madeleine Perriere pointed out that
“the facility in Nelson doesn’t make
money.” Stewart said the issue of winter
sports wasn’t just a Slocan issue but was
a Valley issue.
Daycare, preschool, volleyball,
tennis, bowling, darts, archery, indoor
soccer and hockey were all suggested as
various activities that could be included
in the facility. Mayor Lunn said, “I’m
hearing echos from various parts of the
community” about a multi-use facility.
“It’s time we all got together,” she said,
to investigate this possibility.
There was talk of exploring the
idea of a partnership with the RDCK to
build a facility on RDCK land adjacent
to Slocan’s former hardware store. The
Arena Society owns this land. Stewart

suggested that a facility in or near
Slocan “could be the RDCK’s hub,”
that “they could have their office in
your community.”
Winlaw was suggested as another
possible site for a multi-use facility
to serve the area from South Slocan
to Summit Lake, though that idea did
not receive any support from Slocan
council. Councillor Patterson said, “the
north end [of the valley] has their own
facility… If you include Silverton [in
the proposed service area] then Slocan
would be in the middle.”
An outside rink that could have a
roof built over it later on was another
option suggested.
CAO Michelle Gordon reported
that since the curling club was unable
to use the Village-owned curling club
building, the club had given notice
that it was vacating the lease. It had
cancelled its liability insurance and had
electricity to the building disconnected.
At the regular council meeting held
just after the COW meeting ended,
Councillor Van Bynen reported that
he had attended a curling club meeting
where the group discussed “whether
to eliminate the society; I think they’re
going to hang on,” he said. Council
voted to waive the requirement for the
curling club to provide a 90-day notice
of lease cancellation.
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Balfour ferry landing to be moved or improved
by Jan McMurray
Something’s got to give at the
Balfour ferry landing.
According to the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure
(MOTI), either the Balfour ferry
terminal needs $36-$40 million worth of
improvements, or it needs to be moved
three kilometres north to Queen’s Bay
at a cost of $25-$30 million. MOTI held
an open house June 15 at the Redfish
School gym to gather public input on
these two options.
Of the hundreds of people
who attended the open house, the
overwhelming majority want the ferry
to remain in Balfour. Emotions ran high
because many feel the ministry has
already decided on Queen’s Bay.
“The decision has not been made,”
insisted Kirk Handrahan, executive
director of the Marine Branch of MOTI.
“What’s clear is we have challenges we
need to address. We’re going to hear
what people have to say and take that
into account.”
MOTI information displayed
at the open house explains that the

channel at Balfour is narrow, shallow,
and congested, causing navigation
challenges and damage to the MV
Osprey’s hull and propeller. Also, the
vehicle-holding compound cannot
accommodate all the vehicles during
the peak season.
If the terminal remains at Balfour,
the ministry says dredging will be
required on an ongoing basis, and the
highway will need to be widened. To
expand the vehicle-holding compound,
the washroom will have to be removed.
The MV Balfour, which provides
supplemental service during the peak
season, is aging out and would need
to be replaced at a cost of about $30
million, and the septic system needs
replacing at an estimated cost of
$500,000.
The MOTI information says
relocating the terminal to Queen’s Bay
addresses the navigation challenge and
the congestion in the vehicle compound.
It cuts the ferry crossing time by
40%, eliminating the need for the MV
Balfour. The ministry is proposing a
self-propelled barge for times when the

Osprey is out of service for her annual
re-fit. The barge would be modular so it
could be taken apart and moved to any
site in BC as needed.
To Queen’s Bay residents,
however, the Queen’s Bay option is “an
environmental disaster.” They pointed
out that they get their drinking water
from the bay, and that the proposed
terminal would “destroy 2,000 feet of
very popular public beach.”
Outside the entrance to the gym,
one Balfour business owner stood
banging a drum, letting people know
that moving the ferry terminal would
have devastating economic impacts. A
dozen businesses at the landing depend
on ferry traffic, and the economic spinoff
from these businesses is estimated at $7
million.
Inside, Kevin Smith of the Old
World Bakery, another Balfour business,
addressed the crowd in the midst of the
general melee in the gym.
Smith said that all Balfour
businesses had met with ministry
representatives that morning. “We
discovered great discrepancies in their

submitted
The Slocan Integral Forestry
Cooperative (SIFCo) has just released
its wildfire protection plan for the Slocan
Valley.
“To effectively protect rural areas in
BC we need a landscape-level approach
rather than a piecemeal one in order to
really make a difference,” says SIFCo
manager Stephan Martineau. “Strategic
fuel managed zones are required so
that we can create large defendable
fuel breaks. These zones need to be
strategically located. For the past few
years we have been working on a plan to
identify these zones and a methodology
that can be replicated in other areas.
“As far as we are aware, we are
the first tenure holder in the province to
create such a plan.”
SIFCo’s wildfire protection plan is
multifaceted. It covers identification of
major fire movement paths, placement of
landscape-level strategic fuel-managed
zones, a re-writing of stocking standards
in interface areas, a joint crown land
and private land strategy, and a habitat
restoration strategy. It also includes
options for unconventional fibre
utilization, a commercial ecosystembased harvesting strategy, a reduction
of hazardous fuel type in areas of
high probability of wildfires closer
to communities, and a tree species
transition strategy.
SIFCo began this approach in
2008 with revised stocking standards
in the wildland-urban interface zone
to allow for more flexibility in the type
and amount of trees being planted in
that zone.
“With increasing climate change,
we expect more fires in most of BC. We
also expect the tree species mix in local,
low-elevation forests to change. Given
these and other changes, it is important
to be proactive. We need open forests
made up of fire-resistant conifers and
deciduous trees, with low fuel loads in
the strategic fuel managed zones. The
quickest way to get there is to keep the
suitable big trees already on the site,”
says Tom Bradley, Forestry Supervisor

of SIFCo.
To move forward with this
landscape-level approach, SIFCo
completed a tenure-wide fire behaviourmodelling project in 2015, using the
FlamMap5 fire model from the US
Fire Sciences Program. The project
goal was to identify the main fire
travel paths in the Slocan Valley,
considering topography, fuel types,
and prevailing wind directions. This
modelling highlighted areas where fuel
management would create a fire-break
and enhance suppression opportunities,
while significantly reducing the
likelihood of a landscape-scale fire like
the one experienced in Fort McMurray
this spring.
“If you know ahead of time where
fires will most likely travel and you
place your strategic fuel managed zones
in those likely paths, you are using a
pre-emptive approach, significantly
increasing your chances of keeping
communities safe, and preventing the
size and intensity of a wildfire that is
very challenging to contain,” Martineau
says.
“We are not talking standard
harvesting,” adds Bradley. “We want
lots of large trees in the strategic fuel
managed zones, and we want those
trees to have good odds of surviving a
fire. We get there by reducing fuel loads,
so that the next fire is low intensity.
This helps protect the forest ecosystem,
and is a perfect fit with climate change
adaptation. Low fire intensity also means
better suppression chances, which helps

protect communities.”
SIFCo has been working
successfully to protect municipalities in
the Slocan Valley for the past six years.
“We have been instrumental in
bringing in more than $2 million dollars
to help protect the municipalities. Our
local municipalities are now some of
the best protected in BC, but unless we
add in a landscape-level approach, our
investments are at risk with possible
out-of-control large fires. Looking at
the big picture is crucial at this juncture
if we want to take the next proactive
step toward protecting rural BC,”
says Martineau. “SIFCo took on a
community forest within the watersheds
we drink from because we believe no
one would care as much or do a better
job of management than those of us
who live and work here. It is now clear
that climate change adaptation and fire
hazard management are central keys
to achieving our ecosystem-based
management goals.”
Government support is of utmost
importance for SIFCo to meet its goals
of implementing this multifaceted
approach.
“By including a commercial
component to our strategy we reduce
our dependence on funding, but funding
is still a key component. What we need
is a pilot project in the BC Interior that
would demonstrate how all the pieces
could come together to make us safe and
to start the high priority adaptation to
climate change that we really need to do.
SIFCo is ready to go,” says Martineau.

SIFCo develops ground-breaking wildfire protection plan
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costs. The cost of the Queen’s Bay
option doesn’t include, among other
things, $11-$15 million to build a 30-car
barge, a wind and wave study, and an
environmental assessment of dumping
75,000 cubic metres of fill into ling cod
habitat – an environmentally threatened
fish. They have yet to consider the First
Nations historic cultural sites that are
on the beach at Queen’s Bay. Also not
included in the cost are improvements
to the proposed access directly below a
giant cliff slough.”
Smith went on to say that the
Balfour option includes $3 million to
dredge the West Arm narrows. “What’s
not represented is that they have to
dredge Queen’s Bay to put the terminal
there,” he said.
“Let’s keep the ferry at Balfour to
maintain our cultural identity, maintain
environmental integrity, honour First
Nations archaeology, protect Queen’s
Bay from environmental destruction,
and maintain over 40 individuals’
livelihoods,” he concluded.
Handrahan said that both the
current site and the Queen’s Bay site are
feasible. “Either way, we have to spend
lots of money. We can quibble about the
figures, but the operating costs would
be lower at Queen’s Bay.” He added
that dredging at Queen’s Bay would be
needed only once, during construction
of the new terminal, where it would be
needed on an ongoing basis at Balfour.
The main reason the operating costs
would be lower at Queen’s Bay is the
shorter run time and the need for one
ferry only. “There’s one run every 50
minutes at Balfour, and there would be
two runs every hour at Queen’s Bay,”
said Handrahan. “That’s a benefit from

our perspective – less travel time on
a ferry.”
Balfour businesspeople and others,
however, point out that the Balfour ferry
is a tourist attraction as “the longest free
ferry ride in the world.”
“Having one vessel is cheaper than
having two,” said Handrahan. “That
makes it attractive to us, but it’s not the
deciding factor. We’re going to take
public comments into account.”
Smith says the community has
“made it clear that three weeks [of public
consultation] is not enough time. We’re
holding formal stakeholder meetings
and putting together a legal petition
and getting legal counsel. We will get
local and seasonal residents and tourists
involved. We’re going to stop it.”
The formal public consultation
period ends July 6. A report on the
consultation will be available in
September. The ministry “prepares for
decision” in the fall.
More information: gov.bc.ca/
balfourterminal and choosebalfour.com.

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

AVA’S
Hair Studio
is

NOT RE-OPENING
Closed indefinitely

Thank you all for the 16 wonderful years of
awesome patronage!
Hope to see you around town!

BEAR HELP INFORMATION &
ELECTRIC FENCING ASSISTANCE –
Slocan Valley and beyond

For help in rural Area “H”, contact VWS Bear Smart Coordinator Evelyn
Kirkaldy: 250-359-6611. Evelyn Kirkaldy <eekbears@netidea.com>
For help in New Denver and Area K (Arrow Lakes) contact: Bree Lillies,
WildSafeBC Community Coordinator:
Cell: (250) 354.8120
Email: newdenver@wildsafebc.com
Website: www.wildsafebc.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wildsafebc/newdenver
For help in most areas with electric fencing and bear-proof bins, Grizzly
Bear Coexistence Solutions offers a 50% cost share on the price of electric
fencing equipment that benefits both farmers and bears. Also note that
there may be 50% cost sharing in some RDCK areas for bear-proof bins.
For cost sharing, electric fence installation advice and assistance contact:
Gillian Sanders, 250-353-1137 or email grizzlyfencingproject@gmail.com
[Local Note: Silverton Building Supplies now stocks electric fence supplies]

This is one of the strategic fuel managed zones completed by SIFCo.

[Programs thanks to RDCK, Columbia Basin Trust, BC Conservation Foundation,
Valhalla Society donors and others]
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BC Hydro: why Arrow Lakes levels will remain low this summer
by Katrine Campbell
About 15 people attended BC
Hydro’s operations update open house
in Nakusp June 15 to learn the latest
info on Arrow Lakes water levels and
the company’s operations, facilities and
activities. They also were able to ask
questions and provide feedback to the
company reps who hosted the meeting.
The meeting started with an
explanation of the Columbia River
treaty, and the regular interaction BC
Hydro has with the US side. They
constantly make small adjustments in
water flow, to ensure a win-win for
both sides.
“For example, could we hold some
water back now for the fish and release
it later for recreation?” community
relations rep Jen Walker-Larsen asked
rhetorically.
Water levels this year will again
be low, due to the smaller snowpack.
Snow in the Arrow basin is gone and
BC Hydro expects an average amount of
precipitation this year. It uses a five-day
forecast and then goes by the average
from previous years, so the forecast
could change. They predict the level to
draft to 1,430 feet in August/September,
which is 20 feet higher than last year.
The water peaked on June 10 at 1,434.
The lower levels are due to
Mother Nature, said Engineering
Specialist Gillian Kong. Inflows (from

precipitation) have dropped. The
outflows rose in early June to meet
Treaty obligations; everywhere is dry
and BC Hydro is obliged to increase
the outflow, but gets back the ‘Canadian
entitlement,’ which amounted to about
$150 million last year.
Asked how climate change will
affect the treaty conditions, such as the
amount of water flowing over the border,
Walker-Larsen noted the operating rules
were updated every 10 years.
Another concern raised was the
number of fish in the lake. Several
people said there were “hardly any fish
left”; Walker-Larsen said there were
no fisheries people at the meeting but
she promised to follow up on the issue.
Another person said it wasn’t just the
fish; the numbers of osprey and herons
have dropped because there is less for
them to eat.
The Mica reservoir levels are far
higher than the Arrow Lakes, and people
questioned why some of the water
couldn’t be released to lift the lake level.
Tourism is “significantly” affected by
the lower water, they said. BC Hydro’s
Community Relations Manager Dag
Sharman said if someone could “get hard
numbers on the loss of tourism dollars
the Province can weigh that against the
generation of power and other benefits.”
Engineering Specialist Gillian Kong
explained stored water behind the dam

was stored energy and it would be
released when power costs were higher.
The electricity generated does not get
sent to the US; the Americans generate
their own and pay the entitlement.
Cedra Eichenauer, manager of the

Nakusp Chamber of Commerce, is also a
member of the Columbia Basin Regional
Advisory Committee.
“Negotiations haven’t started yet,”
she said. “We want to make it about more
than generation and flood control. Much

to my shock and pleasure, residents’
voices are being heard” and BC Hydro
is looking at what it would take to keep
the Arrow Lakes at midpoint.
“They are waiting for us to release
our position.”

by Jan McMurray
The impact of BC Hydro operations
on the Lardeau Valley mosquito
abatement program was the main topic
of interest at the BC Hydro Operations
Update meeting in Meadow Creek on
June 14.
Area D Director Aimee Watson
and local resident Richard Brenton
explained that extra mosquito abatement
treatment is needed in years that the
Duncan Reservoir has to be discharged
in late summer. When this happens,
they’d like BC Hydro to pick up the
extra abatement costs. The RDCK has
submitted a formal proposal to BC
Hydro with this request.
Gillian Kong and Darren Sherbot of
BC Hydro both pointed out that in some
years, it is necessary to discharge from
Duncan in late summer. For example,
2012 was a flood year. Duncan was
two feet above full pool because of the
heavy rain and runoff, and had to be
discharged.

Director Watson assured them
that she understands they have to
operate the reservoir in accordance
with the Columbia River Treaty and
other agreements, “but at whose cost?
When downstream flooding reoccurs,
abatement has to be extended. Right
now, the residents are paying for that, and
it’s not a cost that residents should pay.”
Mary Anne Coules of BC Hydro
said that the Water Use Plan (WUP)
“doesn’t say we’ll pay for that.” She said
recreation, not mosquito abatement, was
identified as the community’s priority in
the WUP, and full pool is recommended
for recreation. One woman at the meeting
feels a foot below full pool is better for
recreation, as there is a beach with that
water level.
Sherbot suggested that a discussion
on recreation and the abatement program
take place when the Water Use Plan
comes up for review in 2019. Watson is
hoping not to have to wait till 2019 “on
this particular proposal,” and pointed

out that the discussion on the abatement
program has been ongoing for 10 years
already.
In any case, there doesn’t seem to
be any cause for concern about extra
abatement this year, as conditions are
dry. Kong explained that temperatures
in April were about 10° higher than
normal, and the freshet happened in
mid-June, a month earlier than usual. As
of mid-June, the water supply forecast
for the Columbia Basin was 92% of
normal. At this time last year, which
was an extremely dry year, it was 67%
of normal.
The Duncan Reservoir reached
its minimum of 1795.3 feet on April 8
this year, Kong said. In mid-June, the
reservoir level was 1852 feet, which is
about average. In mid-July, the reservoir
will be refilled to 1891 feet, one foot
below full pool.
Kong said Kootenay Lake reached
its peak of 1748 feet on May 27, about
a month earlier than usual.

by Art Joyce
With the continuing trend toward
temperature increases around the
globe, the BC government has been
monitoring drought conditions closely.
A media conference call June 23 alerted
the public to the fact that the snow
melt period has now passed, some
three to four weeks ahead of typical
patterns. Even with recent flooding
events in northeastern BC, this puts
much of the province in a level 2
drought rating (‘dry’). But that could
change quickly, as the summer months
after snowmelt are then completely
dependent on rainfall to sustain water
supplies. Meteorologists are predicting
the current wet weather trend will soon
cease.
According to Dave Campbell of
the River Forecast Centre, the West
Kootenay has had three straight years of
lower than normal snowpack. Currently
the region has only a fifth of the snow
expected for this point in June. An
unusually warm spring – the tail end of
an El Niño cycle this past year – didn’t
help matters any.
“The trend is of an early season and

rapid snow melt,” says Campbell. “At
measuring stations across the province
we’ve lost all but a small portion that
remains at high elevations, about 13%
of normal. Province wide, stream flows
are at a quarter to three-quarters normal
for this time of year. It’s reflective of the
limited snowpack contribution.”
The Province of BC rates drought
conditions from 1 to 4, with 1 being
‘normal,’ 2 ‘dry,’ 3 ‘very dry,’ and 4
– the highest rating – ‘extremely dry.’
Current drought levels are set based
on stream flow evaluations of water
supply. As conditions worsen, the
public is asked to voluntarily conserve
water, reducing consumption by 10%
at level 2, 30% at level 3, and minimal
water use at level 4. If conditions persist
at level 4, the provisions for water
conservation in the Water Sustainability
Act can be enacted by the government,
regulating water use.
However, according to Valerie
Cameron, Manager of Water
Stewardship, they prefer to work with
voluntary and local government water
conservation initiatives. Cameron says
monitoring is ongoing and drought
levels are adjusted every couple of
weeks. She emphasizes that each
municipality or regional district has its
own regulations for water conservation
and watering restrictions, sometimes
linked to provincial levels, sometimes
not.
“We could be expecting drought

in some areas,” says Cameron. “Last
year was the most significant drought
in recent memory.”
Already Vancouver Island and
the Gulf Islands are rated at level 3,
meaning that water supplies are low
enough to begin having socio-economic
or environmental consequences on
fishing and agriculture. Eric Meyer,
Superintendent of Fire Weather for
BC, said the Peace River district had
an “unprecedented early fire season,”
with six times the area burnt compared
to past forest fires during this period.
During the next two weeks very rapid
drying is expected, raising the risk of
wildfires. The public is asked to exercise
caution while camping or recreating.
“The fine fuels at the surface that
ignite easily will dry out very rapidly
so by the long weekend we’ll see very
dry conditions,” says Meyer. “Once
surface fuels dry out, then deeper fuels
start to dry out as well and add to the
risk, making fires much more difficult
to put out, tying up resources for longer
periods of time.”
A report in the April 15 Guardian
noted that global temperatures for
March smashed century-old records for
heat. The figures, provided by the Japan
Meteorological Agency, were described
by scientists as a “shocker,” signalling
“a kind of climate emergency.” This
has kept the BC government at a
heightened state of vigilance in its
drought monitoring since 2015.

submitted
Kootenay Dance Beat Society
brings you the Summer Dance
Weekend in New Denver July 8-10.
Spend a weekend learning, dancing,
socializing, connecting, relaxing on
the beach and enjoying fun times.
Eight dance workshops, two social
dances, yoga classes in the morning,

social dance parties at night, special
treats and surprises abound.
Classes include: waltz, blues,
salsa, east and west coast swing, line
dance and more. Passes and tickets
are available online until July 7 at
www.ticketpeak.com/res/kdbs.
Find out more at: Facebook,
KDBS Summer Dance Weekend.

Lardeau Valley mosquito abatement discussed at BC Hydro meeting

Province issues update on drought conditions

Summer Dance Weekend offers fun for dance fans
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RDCK passes resolution in support of getting the right log to the right mill
by Jan McMurray
The RDCK board has passed a
resolution encouraging the Province
to support value-added wood
manufacturing by getting the right log
to the right mill. The board was asked
to pass a resolution to this effect by
the Interior Lumber Manufacturers’
Association (ILMA) at the May RDCK
board meeting.
The board passed the resolution at
its subsequent June board meeting, but
not until after they had heard from BC
Timber Sales (BCTS) representatives
Russ Laroche and Kathy Howard.
BCTS was founded in 2003, at the
time BC forest policy changed. ILMA
spokesperson Brian Simpson told the
RDCK board in May that the 2003 policy
shift has resulted in a large percentage of
the timber supply in the hands of a few
major corporations, the closing down
of lumber manufacturing facilities, and
soaring raw log exports.
In response to questions by Director
Kozak at the June meeting, BCTS rep
Laroche explained that BCTS was

originally set up as the Small Business
Program. Since the legislative change
in 2003, “we still provide logs to small
business, but through an open process.
If they can afford them, they can buy
them.”
Laroche explained that BCTS is a
stand-alone government agency within
the Ministry of Forests, and operates
similarly to a major forest company.
However, it also publicly auctions
timber to establish the market price.
The market pricing system provides an
open competitive market for timber. It
also captures the value of the timber for
the Crown, and is a critical component
of the softwood lumber agreement with
the US – it proves that the Province is
not subsidizing industry.
Director Kozak asked Laroche if
he had any insight into why there is
a problem getting the right log to the
right mill.
Laroche said it was because of
“the control issue.” He said BCTS only
controls 20% of the annual allowable
cut (AAC) across the province. “We act

like a licencee, and the rest of the AAC
is controlled by the other licencees,”
he said. He explained that Kalesnikoff
and Porcupine have control over their
own tenures and often buy wood from
each other, but Interfor has the largest
tenure in the area. “It’s a bit touchy and
I don’t have the answer. Is there room for
improvement? I’m sure there is.”
Kozak concluded that in order to
address the issue, “we need a whole scale
review and revision of how we view
lumber, so I guess the job for us is at the
legislative level.”
In the presentation, Laroche
said the RDCK board is apprised of
BCTS activities through its Forest
Stewardship Plan, a high-level document
that explains how BCTS will operate
within the regulations, and also
through its operational plans. Director
Davidoff asked about this, as he has
been told that forestry companies are
not required to share their operational
plans. Kathy Howard replied that BCTS
has recently made the commitment to
make its operational plans available to

by Jan McMurray
A presentation about the Forest
Practices Board (FPB) by FPB Chair
Tim Ryan was made to the RDCK board
at its June meeting.
“There’s no other body like it in
Canada and it’s unique in many respects
in the world,” Ryan said. “We act as the
forestry auditor general – we’re like the
forestry ombudsman.”
The FPB was established in 1995,
after the “war in the woods,” to ensure
sound forestry practices on Crown land.
The FPB is probably best known for
its complaint investigations. Ryan said
they receive 70-80 concerns annually,
and report on only 5-10. “Some of
the concerns are outside our mandate,
and some are resolved without an
investigation,” he said. Investigations
each take 10-18 months.
During question period, Director
Faust told Ryan that some residents
in her area feel the FPB’s mandate is
too narrow. Ryan replied that the FPB
can’t be seen as lobbying to broaden its
mandate, but he encourages people to
bring concerns like this one forward to
government. He also commented that
the ministry has become very large, with
perhaps only 15% of its time spent on
forestry, “so I think what we find and
report on gets lost in the large ministry.”
The FPB also does special
investigations and reports, based on
findings during their annual audits. Ryan
spoke briefly about two special reports
of particular interest to local government
– one on forest stewardship plans and the
other on community watersheds.
The report on forest stewardship
plans concludes that most of these
plans do not meet the public’s needs.
It also concludes that most are not
enforceable by government because
they do not include commitments that
are measurable. “It’s so important that
they describe who will do what, where
and when,” said Ryan. “If you don’t
say this, you can’t enforce it. It’s critical
in Forest Stewardship Plans that the
commitments are clear and verifiable
– who will do what, where and when.”
The FPB is recommending that the

government not renew or approve any
forest stewardship plans that don’t meet
the standards set out in the Forest and
Range Practices Act, and that the public
consultation process be improved.
The RDCK board had just heard
from a delegation from BC Timber
Sales, which has responded to the FPB
report by committing to sharing its
operational plans with stakeholders.
“I commend BCTS for sharing their
operational plans with you,” said Ryan.
“There are not many licencees that do
that.”
The FPB report on community
watersheds found that special
management practices required in
community watersheds need to be
coordinated with all activities in the
watershed, and indicated that this
means the mining industry. As a result
of this report, the FPB has been told the
government is revising its policy. “We
hope to see the result soon,” said Ryan.
Ryan also commented on resource
roads in the province. “600,000

kilometres of roads exist, and 10,000
kilometres are added every year. Who is
managing this inventory – the building,
maintenance and deactivation? The
government said the Natural Resource
Road Act will deal with it, but that
legislation is eight years in the making.
Sooner or later, we have to deal with
this.”
Ryan explained that the FPB is an
entity of government, but not directed
by government. Its funding comes from
the Province ($3.8 million annually) and
the FPB is accountable to the Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations, “but after that, that’s it. We
report to the public and legislature. The
board determines our own work.”
Seven members make up the
FPB. The chair is full-time, while the
other members are part-time. A staff
of 21 consists of foresters, biologists,
engineers, accountants, lawyers, and
communications people. Over the board’s
10 years, it has produced 500 reports and
more than 300 recommendations.

submitted
On Saturday, June 18 the Vallican
Whole hosted ALT Fest, a special little
multi-faceted cultural event.
Featuring a wide range of musical
styles, spoken word, workshops,
beautiful art, and lots of visiting amongst
people of all ages, ALT Fest was a

celebration of alternative culture in the
Slocan Valley and beyond. Despite rainy
weather, an injured musician, and a band
that got lost on the way there, the energy
was positive and cheerful, all kinds of
people said it was “a sweet little festival”
and everyone commended the brand new
organizers on a job well done.

Forest Practices Board makes presentation to RDCK board

ALT Fest’s first year a success

Local metal band ‘Hound’ brought their energetic music to the Vallican Whole for ALT Fest
June 18. This was their second public performance ever, and three of its members were key
organizers of the event, as well.

stakeholders. She confirmed that it is not
a legal requirement to do so, but it was
recommended by the Forest Practices
Board in an audit of BCTS activities.
In the presentation, Laroche said
BCTS has an AAC of just over one
million cubic metres per year, and 55
staff in Nelson, Cranbrook, Castlegar,
Grand Forks and Nakusp. BCTS creates
significant local employment, as its
activities are primarily delivered through
publicly tendered contracts to local
contractors, businesses and nurseries.

This year, BCTS in the Kootenays
intends to issue contracts totalling
approximately $20 million.
The average stumpage received by
government from timber sales in the
Kootenay Business Area is about $30
per cubic metre, for a total of about
$25 million per year gross (net $7-$10
million). “Stumpage” is the amount
licencees pay for the right to cut the
wood. He said the price licencees pay
for wood varies a lot, but averages about
$10-$15 per cubic metre.
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Kootenay Lake fishery recovery plan presented to the public
by Jan McMurray
The Kootenay Lake Action Plan –
the plan the Province is using to guide
recovery of the Kootenay Lake fishery
– was presented to the public on June 16
at Balfour Hall.
The plan was completed last month
by Redfish Consulting, working with an
advisory team of experts from around
the province. The advisory team was
set up in October 2014.
The information presented at the
meeting was similar to information
presented at public meetings on this
topic a year ago. Experts still feel that
predator (Gerrard rainbow and bull
trout) abundance in the lake from
2008 to 2014 is the primary cause of
the collapse of the kokanee. Many
fishermen still disagree.
“I hear the concern – is there another
cause? We don’t think so,” said Jeff
Burrows, government fish biologist.
“We think the predator abundance is the
primary cause. This lines up well in the
science and is very persuasive.”
Kokanee numbers declined rapidly
from 2009 to 2012, and have remained
low since, although there is a slight rise
this year. The bull trout and Gerrard
rainbows have now collapsed as well
– this year’s Gerrard numbers are the
lowest since 1960.
“Where did all the big fish go?”
asked one fisherman. Burrows explained
that the big fish (bull trout and Gerrards)
have declined over the last four years
with the collapse of the kokanee, their
main food source, “When they are
malnourished and in poor condition,
they don’t survive spawning,” he said.
“We think the recovery of the kokanee
should bring them back.”
Burrows said the kokanee
population is expected to show
significant improvement by 2017.
“The best available kokanee
population predictions show significant
improvement by 2017 and full recovery
of all cohorts in 6-12 years – some earlier
than others. The recovery of the Gerrard

and bull trout is harder to predict and will
likely lag slightly behind the kokanee.”
The recovery tools identified in the
plan are: kokanee supplementation, the
nutrient program, and the continued
closure of kokanee fishing.
Burrows said that kokanee
supplementation occurred in fall 2015
and spring 2016, and will carry on in
fall 2016 and spring 2017. Genetic
analysis and feasibility assessments
done at all available locations in the
province have shown that the best
places to collect kokanee eggs and fry
for transplanting into Kootenay Lake
are Lussier River, Whatshan Reservoir,
and Kinbasket Reservoir. The eggs

and fry are transplanted at Meadow
Creek and Lardeau River. Burrows said
Meadow Creek is a good location for the
transplantation because the spawning
channel offers optimum conditions.
The kokanee fishery will continue to
be closed, with signs posted around the
lake to alert anglers. Kokanee fishing has
been closed since April 1, 2015.
The nutrient program will continue,
and Burrows said they would extend
the nutrient program in the fall again
this year, as they did last year, if
environmental conditions are favourable.
One long-time Kootenay Lake
fisherman thinks the fishery collapse is
due to algae bloom caused by the nutrient

program. Another asked why they are
adding nutrients to the lake if there are
no kokanee. “We don’t know exactly
when the kokanee will start to recover
but when they do, they are going to need
food,” replied Burrows.
It was noted that many fish caught
are full of worms. Burrows explained
that the fish get infected with the larval
worms by copepods (small crustaceans
in the lake). “Malnourished fish will be
susceptible to sickness and infection,”
he said.
Water temperature was suggested as
a possible cause of the collapse. Marley
Bassett, coordinator of the nutrient
program, said the extensive 20-year data

set they have for the program shows
a very small, incremental increase in
temperature.
Burrows said the plan admits that
there is uncertainty, and actions can
be modified based on the results of
monitoring efforts. The monitoring
program has been beefed up, as well, to
better inform recovery efforts.
Holger Bohm and Mike Ramsay,
government officials from Victoria, were
at the meeting and assured the crowd
that the Kootenay Lake fishery is very
important to the ministry. “We see this
as an extended, ongoing plan and we
will put aside funds for this as long as
the team recommends.”

submitted
Kaslo infoNet Society has broken
ground on bringing its fibreoptic
network to upper Kaslo. Connections
will commence in a month or two, after
a power backup site is constructed.
Following up on KiN’s earlier
success installing fibreoptic cable in
Kaslo’s downtown core and the arena
district, the society has expanded
eastwards to Abbey Manor, served
Balfour Crescent, and jumped across
Kaslo Bay to the Larch Drive subdivision
using an underwater fibreoptic cable.
More recently, Kaslo infoNet has
expanded service to Kaslo West Road
and the beginning of the Back Road.
Because buried fibreoptic cable has
nearly unlimited bandwidth capacity and
is not limited by line of sight the way
wireless is, the KiN board of directors
decided that it is the best way to provide
true urban-quality internet service to
communities throughout the north arm
of Kootenay Lake. With help from
Columbia Basin Broadband Corporation
(CBBC), a subsidiary of Columbia
Basin Trust, the society applied for
federal funding through the Connecting
Communities Program and provincial
funding through Northern Development
Initiatives Trust. The RDCK has also

contributed to the project to serve north
Kootenay Lake communities with fibre.
Although its work in 2015 was
delayed by slow delivery of the federal
grant, KiN is now proceeding with
plans to serve upper Kaslo, Pineridge,
Mirror Lake, Fletcher Creek, Woodbury,
Ainsworth, Shutty Bench, Schroeder
Creek, Lardeau, Argenta and Johnson’s
Landing with fibreoptic cable. This
is a massive undertaking which will
require years to complete; upper Kaslo
will be the first major fibreoptic service
installation. As more subscribers come
online, KiN will generate additional
cash flow which will help it continue
its expansion.
2015-2016 has also been a watershed
year for the wireless system.
Following months of correspondence, Telus finally upgraded KiN’s
bandwidth at the Lardeau Valley
Community Centre to 100 Mbps from
the 30 Mbps they’ve been limited to
over the past few years. The additional
bandwidth enables KiN to double the
download speed to wireless subscribers

who have upgraded their radios. Those
upgrades are taking place continuously
now; when completed they will allow
Kaslo infoNet to provide better and
faster access to the internet and make its
distribution system more efficient.
KiN installed remote-controlled
generators at four of its most-used
wireless relay tower sites, to make them
more reliable and to eliminate expensive
snowmobile trips to recharge batteries
when winter gloom prevents the solar
panels from supplying enough power.
Some of the funding for this improvement
came from the CBT Affected Areas and
Community Initiative Funds. KiN now
has two microhydro power plants to
serving the same purpose at other remote
towers. Thanks to this improvement,
KiN made it through last winter with no
emergency trips to towers – a significant
cost saving that allows the non-profit
to direct its resources into improving
its service.
As KiN’s network takes on more
subscribers, it will be necessary to
access sufficient bandwidth to prevent

the system from getting overloaded.
The society has set up a high capacity
wireless bridge that brings 225 Mbps
35 kilometres from CBBC’s network
link in Crawford Bay, to Kaslo, and
another 35 kilometres to the Claypit
tower in Meadow Creek. In order to
manage this ambitious project, KiN has
hired several new workers and is now
able to proceed with construction with
less dependence on volunteer labour
from board members. To handle the
responsibility of managing increasing
amounts of funds and inventory, they
have set up a new accounting system and
are developing a versatile subscription
management system to more efficiently
handle the increased workload.
During the past year, two members
have left the board – Cathy Madden and
Rhonda Ruston. Rhonda was recruited
to be a board member of the Columbia
Basin Trust. Maggie Winters joined
the KiN board recently. Other board
members are Josée Bayeur, Charles
Cuell, Mike Foster, Randy Morse, Tim
Ryan and Don Scarlett.

by Jan McMurray
The Kaslo RCMP conducted a
road check at the entrance to Kaslo
(Nelson side) on Sunday, June 12 as
a collaborative way to approach the
vehicle noise concern in Kaslo and area.
“The purpose of conducting the
road check was to educate ourselves
and the public on the many facets of
the Motor Vehicle Act and regulations,”
said Corporal Brian Hromadnik. “We
were not singling out motorcyclists, and

stopped all vehicle traffic, checking for
vehicle deficiencies along with any MVA
or Criminal Code offences.”
Hromadnik said Kaslo RCMP
officers understand the position of
each lobbying group on the motorcycle
issue, and have spoken to several
people from both sides. Hromadnik
and Constable Leo Turko, along with
Ken Hart, CVSE (Commercial Vehicle
Safety and Enforcement) and vehicle
inspector, checked about 200 vehicles

between noon and 4 pm. Fifteen of
these were motorcycles, and the exhaust
system was checked on each. All had the
manufacturer’s exhaust system in place
without any modification. Four had over
the 91 decibel allowed rate when engine
rev was at 3000 RPM.
Two vehicles were issued Notice
and Orders for faulty exhaust; three
miscellaneous Notice and Orders were
issued for various deficiencies; and one
no drivers licence ticket was issued.

submitted
Have your say in the future of
Kootenay Lake by taking the Kootenay
Lake Community Values Survey.
The survey is available online at
www.friendsofkootenaylake.ca until
July 15 and takes about 20 minutes to
complete. Eligible surveys are entered
into a cash draw for $150.
The survey is an important step
toward building a common vision
and is potentially an important
component in any future planning
and management for Kootenay Lake.
The survey is open to residents,
visitors, and businesses in Nelson,
Kaslo, or in RDCK electoral areas
A, D, E or F. You must be 18 years
or older to take the survey. Printed
surveys are available at the office
of the Regional District of Central

Kootenay.
The survey is spearheaded
by the Friends of Kootenay Lake

Stewardship Society. For more
information on the project please
visit www.friendsofkootenaylake.ca.

submitted
The Kaslo Trailblazers Family
Mountain Bike Skills Park, a project
two years in the making, now has several
sections of beginner trails open for
riding. The approximately 10 acre site
is located at the end of Railway Avenue
just past the North River Trailhead, and
is part of the Kaslo River Trail system.
It encompasses the former paintball
area and adjacent land that is part of the
Municipal Park Reserve.
The park is easily accessible from
downtown Kaslo and provides an area
for riders of all ages to experience trails
designed to be both fun and challenging.

More trails are planned for the area with
added features to help develop mountain
bike riding skills. This project is forging
ahead with many hours of volunteer
work time, including participation of kids
from both JV Humphries and Lakeside
schools, donations of machine time and
some trail-building materials, and with
the financial support from the Village of
Kaslo, CBT Community Initiatives, the
Community Fund of North Kootenay
Lake, and private donations.
If you want more information or
would like to participate in some way,
please contact project manager Doug
Roberts at 250-353-2600.

Kaslo infoNet Society bringing its fibreoptic network to upper Kaslo

Working to establish 24/7 emergency care in
Kaslo and surrounding areas

KASLO & AREA MEDICAL
CARE SOCIETY
A non-profit charitable organization

We welcome and appreciate your support!
Become a member!
All donations over $10 are tax deductible

Box 1215, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslomed@yahoo.ca

Buddy’s New Patio!

Now
Licenced

Front Street • Kaslo • 353-2282

Kaslo RCMP conduct road check

Survey asks what matters most for Kootenay Lake’s future
Kaslo bike skills park open
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Valhalla Fine Arts summer kids camps in dance, theatre and music
submitted
Valhalla Fine Arts has announced
changes to its dance, theatre and music
camps this July. The same quality
children’s programs are back with new
(and returning) instructors bringing
incredible talent and knowledge to the
ViSTA, Experience and Peak Dance,
and Music Explorers programs.
Valhalla School of Theatre Arts
(ViSTA) is led this year by Julie
Mortensen and Mark Ikeda, who are
returning after several years away.
Julie is a professional actor based in
Vancouver, an avid arts educator and
has taught for a great range of drama
education programs, her all-time
favourite being the ViSTA theatre
summer camp. She says she is very
grateful to be returning to the beautiful
Slocan Valley, which captured her

heart many years ago, to teach such a
creative and inspiring group of young
actors.
Mark Ikeda creates original
performances that combine narrative
and movement. His training in theatre
and dance has developed a unique
methodology combining story,
imagination, and choreography that led
to him being named the 2015 Emerging
Artist by Calgary Arts Development
Authority. Mark was a part of the VFA
dance program a few years ago and
returns this time as a drama instructor.
‘Music Explorers’ has a new face
with New Denver resident Kelly
Coubrough leading this popular
introductory music program for children
ages 4 to 6. Kelly, a professional singer
and music educator, as well as mother
to two young children plans a theme

incorporating music and characters of
the musical ‘Seussical.’ She has worked
extensively with children and youth
throughout her career in the arts and
is eager to shape this year’s camp into
something that will engage children in
all aspects of music and theatre.
‘Experience and Peak Dance’
welcomes instructor Slava Doval from
Nelson. Slava is a passionate performer
and teacher who infuses her globally
minded movements with grace and
presence while exploring the common
thread in dances from around the world.
Her style is a fusion of old-world roots
and new times sensibility.
Her experience with ballet, jazz,
urban styles, Bollywood, Balkan, AfroColombian, West African, bellydance,
flamenco, and contemporary all inform
her choreography and her unique

submitted
The Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce board of directors recently
voted to expand its long-standing
health committee to include valley-wide
representation.
“The Chamber feels that a well
managed and efficient valley-wide
health and emergency service is vital to
the economic survival and well-being
of the Slocan Valley,” said Colin Moss,
SDCC director and chair of the health
committee.
The Chamber represents its many
member businesses and non-profit

organizations in the valley, and has
a long history of promoting tourism
and the economic well being of Valley
businesses, residents and villages.
The Chamber invited representatives
from Slocan Valley local governments
and health and emergency services to
participate on the committee. At its
recent inaugural meeting, the committee
decided on terms of reference and
general operating rules and procedure.
The committee’s purpose, as written
in the terms of reference, is to make
recommendations to the Chamber
board in regards to helping maintain

and improve health services in the
Slocan Valley.
“It is the committee’s hope that
we can work with valley health and
emergency services in a constructive
and cooperative manner to keep and
improve the level of health services we
now have,” said Moss.
Present at the committee’s inaugural
meeting were: Walter Popoff, RDCK
Area H Director; Madeleine Perriere,
Slocan Village councillor; Jean
Patterson, Slocan Village councillor;
Carol Bell, Silverton Village councillor;
Leonard Casley, New Denver and area
fire chief; Erika Beringer, Chamber
Visitor Information Centre manager
and committee recording secretary; and
Colin Moss, Slocan Community Health
Centre Hospital Auxiliary member and
health committee chair. Unable to attend
were Linda Martin, Passmore Seniors
branch #116 member and Julie Fry,
alternate recording secretary.
The committee’s request for a
representative from New Denver Village
council will be considered at the June 28
council meeting.

Slocan District Chamber of Commerce expands health committee

Donovan Gentles of CP Rail in Revelstoke and his son Pyder pound the last spike into the track for the retired caboose and
plow CP Rail is donating to Nakusp. Other volunteers: Tom Zeleznik, Paul Fetters, Len Smith, Rob Glentworth, Ken Williams.

Petula Perry from the U10 New Denver team goes for it! The year-end community soccer
tournament took place in New Denver on June 18, with New Denver, Slocan and Kaslo teams
participating. All youth showed great sportsmanship and played well. Special thanks to all the
parents and volunteer coaches who make community soccer a success every year.

approach to mixing styles.
The summer camps run from July
11 to July 22. Space is limited for
these programs, so early registration
is advised. For online registration and
information, visit www.valhallafinearts.
org.
‘Your Town’ raffle tickets are on
sale again this summer. Tickets are

available from VFA Society Board
members and local businesses. This
raffle raises funds for Valhalla Fine
Arts programs, awards prizes to three
lucky recipients, and also supports local
merchants by directing the prize money
into their businesses. Tickets are $10
each. Prizes are $1,000, $500 and $250.
The draw date is August 11.

JVH GRAD
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JV Humphries Valedictorians address the class of 2016
by Lucinda Calder and Liam
Patience
Liam: Finally, 13 long years of
agony has come to an end. Freedom
at last!
Lu: He doesn’t mean that. What
he’s trying to say is 13 years of hard
work and memorable experiences
have brought us to this life-altering
day. WeLiam: Never again will I have to
wake up early to see all you horribleLu: Lovely human beings. We
have known most of you since day
one, Kindergarten, and some even
before that. If anyone has shaped
who we are today, it’s you guys. We
have had some good timesLiam: Woo! Grad campout!Lu: And some bad timesLiam: Cat, I’m so sorry for
vomiting on you in Mrs. Garnet’s
classLu: And all the times in between.
Despite our differences we really
have grown to become our own little
dysfunctional family. Thank you for
being soLiam: Satisfactory! And how
about the people who run this place!
Sitting through-

Lu: Valuable educational lessons
in not just English or Chemistry
but in life, too. The teachers have
been ourLiam: TorLu: Mentors. They have always
had our backs, reminding us when
work is dueLiam: Usually overdue.
Lu: It is the great teachers of
this school who have brought us to
this point.
Liam: Thank God!
Lu: We want to genuinely thank
you for being the best role models a
grad could ask for.
(Liam begins to fold his speech
and turns to walk away. Lu taps him
on the shoulder and softly reminds
him)
Lu: The community, Liam!
Liam: Oh yeah, right. Thanks for
all the… uh…?
Lu: What he’s trying to say is
we as a grad class are very grateful

for the opportunities this beautiful
community has made possible for
us. Growing up in Kaslo has beenLiam: BorLu: Paradise. We are so blessed
to have had the support of the
community. Thank you all.
Liam: Mum no! Put the camera
away.
Lu: And that brings us to our last
heartfelt thank you. To our parents.
Thank you for all theLiam: FOODLu: Love and support. We love
you, parents. But now it’s time to
leave homeLiam: Except Ethan!
Lu: Now is our time to make our
mark in the world. For those of us
who are leaving, we will miss Kaslo
and its people. But for those of us
who are stayingLiam: Party at Lover’s tonight!
Lu: We hope to join in supporting
the younger generations this

Kelsey Carson receives the new Kaslo Masonic Lodge Scholarship from Tyler Dobie.

The Sky is the
limit, Graduates!
Set your sights
high

Live
healthy,
shine bright

Lucinda Calder and Liam Patience delivered the valedictory address at JVH graduation ceremonies.

Awards and Scholarships

Go confidently in the
directions of your
dreams

Congratulations
Graduates!

Ethan no hard feelings.
Lu: And to everyone here, thank
you from the valedictorians of 2016.

Brook Robertson receives her diploma from principal Dan Rude.

Congratulations
Grads

Front Street
Market
Kaslo, BC

community and school produces.
Liam: To our class, and I’m
being serious now, good luck, and
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Congratulations &
best wishes to the 2016
Graduating Class of
J. V. Humphries School!

Congratulations

Way to go!
We’re so proud of you!
willowhomegallery.com
KASLO

Congratulations to
the Class of 2016!

You did it!

Toll-free: 1-888-244-3977

Alexandra Barker: Aya Higashi/
John McNabb, Kaslo Jazz Etc.
Cole Bendis: Columbia
Power Corporation, Kaslo Senior’s
Organization, Kaslo Community
Forest, Kenadon Electronics, Aboriginal
Education Scholarship, Royal Canadian
Legion Branch 74.
Lucinda Calder: District Authority,
Kootenay Lake Teacher’s Association,
North Kootenay Lake Arts and Heritage
Council, Howard Green Memorial, Jack
McDowell Memorial, Kaslo Golf Club
Scholarship, Emily Carr University
Scholarship.
Dion Catalano: Kaslo Golf Club,
Edie Allen.
Hannah Command: Kootenay
Savings and Credit Union, Royal
Canadian Legion Branch 74, Cupe
Local 748, Howard Green Memorial,
Kaslo Community Forest Trades.
Ethan Early: Cupe Local 748.
Christopher Embry Cullen: Kaslo

May you be guided by
your heart, inspired
by your dreams and
motivated by your
knowledge. All the
best!

Volunteer Fire Department.
Catalina Hartland: JV Humphries,
Barry Buttler Memorial.
Taelor Lay: Western Financial
Group, Alan Hoshizaki Memorial, Royal
Canadian Legion Branch 74, Ladies
Auxiliary, Howard Green Memorial.
Shona MacDougall: Sinclair
Memorial, St. Mark’s Anglican Church,
Farmer’s Institute.
Liam Patience: Columbia Basin
Trust Youth Community Service Award,
Larry MacNicol Memorial, Kaslo
Volunteer Fire Department, Howard
Green Memorial, JVH Parents Advisory
Council, Kaslo Community Forest,
Kootenay Lake Teachers Association,
Community Fund of North Kootenay
Lake, AF Timber.
Brooke Robertson: Shelagh
Leathwood/Kathy Wynnychuck, Nelson
Rotary Club, Village of Kaslo, Kootenay
Lake Principals and Vice Principals
Association.

Congratulations
to the Class of
2016!

Aimee Watson,
Director Area D, RDCK

vincedevito.ca
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JV Humphries Graduating Class of 2016: Back row - Christopher Embery-Cullen, Liam Patience, Ethan Early, Mieszka Weeks, Dion Catalano, Cole Bendis.
Front row - Morgan Cameron, Brooke Robertson, Catalina Hartland, Shona McDougall, Kelsey Carlson, Ali Barker, Taelor Lay, Hannah Command, Lucinda Calder.

JV Humphries graduation: touchstones and milestones
by Jan McMurray
The graduation ceremony for the
JV Humphries Class of 2016 took place
on June 25.
Principal Dan Rude thanked
everyone for joining in to celebrate
the Grad Class of 2016, and for being
“partners in learning.”
Rude, Vice-Principal Victoria
McAllister and Meleana Terlingen took
turns introducing each grad as they filed
onto the stage.
Trustee Dawn Lang congratulated
the class, school staff, families and
friends on behalf of the board of
education.
In his address, Superintendent
Jeff Jones said “perfect” is the word to
describe the grads. Although graduation
is thought of as a milestone, Jones said
the real milestone is “you at this very
moment – your perfect self is the
Congratulations
and Best Wishes
to the
J. V. Humphries
Class of 2016!

milestone in this very moment. You
will always look back at the you you
are today and use it as a reference
point. Remember you are perfect and
exactly who you should be… Today is
a reminder that will be with you, but
treasure who you are right now this
moment. Live in the moment.”
MLA Michelle Mungall sent a note
with her deep regrets for not being able
to attend, and the advice to grads to “set
your goals high. You will have good
days and bad days, but never doubt it is
in you to achieve anything. I wish you
huge congratulations and all the very
best that life has to offer.”
Brooke Robertson introduced guest
speaker Jill Holland as “the biggest and
best drama queen we know.”
Ms. Holland told the grads that
their ability to learn, their creativity,
and their heart were the best “power

very much.”
Dion Catalano thanked JVH staff
for the time they took to listen and help
the grads through school.
Mieszka Weeks thanked Kaslo and
area for “creating such a wonderful
community for the children of Kaslo.”
Before the scholarships were
presented, Tyler Dobie and Hugh
Walker announced a new scholarship
from the Kaslo Masonic Lodge, made
possible by a generous bequest from
Paul Bagger and his wife, and Erin
and Al Fitchett announced the new AF
Timber scholarship for a student who
is entering the forestry industry.
Valedictorians Lucinda Calder and
Liam Patience gave a very entertaining

address, followed by the candle lighting
ceremony and the presentation of
diplomas. Finally, the students tossed
their caps to mark the end of the formal
ceremony.

Congratulations
Graduates!

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADS!
Reach for the stars!

Congratulations,
Graduates!

Congratulations Grad 2016!!!

Supporting your
health & wellness

Kaslo Community
Pharmacy

Kaslo Building
Supplies

250-353-2224

250-353-7628

We are proud of the
entire graduating
class of 2016

tools” they have to get them through
tough times. She read them a story
about the power of wishes, hope and
prayers. (Apparently, when put into
a coffee can, they are as powerful as
a bomb!)
When trying to find answers, Ms.
Holland told the grads it is helpful to go
to their “happy place,” and gifted each
student with an “artifact” representative
of that place for each individual. Gifts
ranged from a Viking hat, to a toy goat,
to a mini cactus garden, to a container
of hummus, to a Lego set with a
helicopter, to bath toys, and more!
Kelsey Carlson gave Ms. Holland a
“huge thank you” on behalf of the class
for being “an amazing role model” in
their lives and for the tolerance she
showed them. “You have done so
much to help us excel and to get us to
where we want to be. We all love you

403 Front Street • Kaslo, BC

Congratulations,
graduates!
From the crew at
Woodbury’s and
JB’s Pub

Congratulations to
the J.V. Humphries
graduating class
of 2016!

Front St, Kaslo • 250-353-2566
figmentscanada.com

405 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7355
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Wild Days offers family nature programs in August
submitted
Wild Days is back this summer! If
you are curious about the amazing plants
and animals of the Slocan Valley, come
on out – there’s outdoor fun and learning
to be had in August during Wild Days.
The Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society offers three family-oriented
nature programs in August to explore

different habitats within the Slocan
Lake watershed. Each day will have
local naturalists and scientists on hand
to make the day interesting.
The first program, ‘Lakeshore
Labyrinth’ is happening Saturday,
August 6. Take a stroll along the
Hills lakeshore and learn fun facts
about geology, insects and other little

Joldhamfinehomes.com

“When you want it done right”
Specializing in New Home construction and sales
Renovations, garages, carports, shops and sheds
(All your general contracting needs)

contact: Jesse Oldham
jesseoldham@hotmail.com (250 551 2593)
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creatures, and plants from local experts
Richard Johnson and Daniel Hellyer.
The meeting place is at the pullout on the
west side of Highway 6 (approximately
11 kms north of New Denver). Look
for the SLSS sign. This event is cosponsored by Hills Recreation Society
and North Slocan Trail Society.
The second program, ‘Creatures
Big and Small’ will take place Saturday,
August 13. Explore the Bear and Fish

lakes pass along Highway 31A and
discover fascinating facts about bears,
toads, insects, and plants from local
scientists Wayne McCrory, Marcy Mahr,
and Daniel Hellyer. The meeting place
is at Fish Lake Rest Area. This event is
co-sponsored by Valhalla Wilderness
Society.
August 20 brings us the third and
last Wild Days program: ‘Mysteries of
the Not So Deep,’ co-sponsored by the

Slocan River Streamkeepers. Focusing
on creek and riparian habitat, unravel
mysteries of the underwater world of
Springer Creek with Shanoon Bennett
and Marcy Mahr. The meeting place is
at the parking lot at Expo Park in Slocan.
All Wild Days programs run from
9 am to noon. Please save these dates
on your family calendar! For further
information, contact 250-358-7714 or
email tremainecomm@gmail.com.

submitted
We are now into full summer, and
with this comes the emergence of an array
of wildlife, and the seasonal startup of
the WildSafeBC program. WildSafeBC
is a provincial program designed to
reduce human-wildlife conflict through
education, innovation, and cooperation.
The Slocan and Arrow Lakes area has its
own dedicated Community Coordinator,
Bree Lillies. “I’m looking forward to my
fifth season with WildSafeBC,” she says.
“In terms of wildlife conflict reduction,
it is essential to keep the conversation
going. The program offers support to
residents so they are equipped with the
knowledge and tools to be proactive with
their attractant management.”
The motto of WildSafeBC is
“keeping wildlife wild and communities
safe,” which underscores the belief that
if we can keep wildlife unhabituated we
can, in turn, make our communities safer

for us and at the same time keep wildlife
from coming to harm.
For more information, contact
Lillies at newdenver@wildsafebc.

com or 250-354-8120. Check out
www.wildsafebc.com and follow the
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
wildsafebc/newdenver.

by Jan McMurray
The results of Edgewood’s June 25
referendums are in, and both the fire
department and community hall at the
Legion will be supported by tax dollars
starting in 2017.
“I’m tickled pink to see these results
and the re-confirmation of community
support in Edgewood. Congratulations to
the fire department and the Legion,” said
Area K Director Paul Peterson.
Voter turnout was 52.7% with 153
voters for both referendums. For the
community hall at the Legion, there were
109 ‘yes’ votes, 43 ‘no’ votes and one spoiled
ballot. For the volunteer fire department,
there were 103 ‘yes’ votes, 49 ‘no’ votes

and one spoiled ballot.
The additional revenue generated by
taxation will allow the fire department to
pay for its ongoing operating expenses,
such as hydro, insurance, and emergency
telephone answering service, and will help
the Legion with the costs of operating the
upstairs community hall.
Lynda McNutt of the fire department
said she was happy with the results, but
both puzzled and disappointed with the
number of people who voted ‘no’ to the fire
department’s request for taxation.
“We welcome input from the
community and surrounding areas,” said
McNutt. David Le Pine of the Legion was
not available for comment before press time.

WildSafeBC season starts up again for the summer

Referendums for fire department and Legion hall pass in Edgewood

NAKUSP & THE ARROW LAKES
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Nakusp council, June 13; Parking, chickens and trails
by Claire Paradis
• The library is in good financial
shape, the building not so much. A
delegation from the Nakusp Public
Library (NPL) reported that the library
is in the black after a good year of
fundraising in 2015, and was able to
put $10,000 in an emergency fund.
However, there is work needed on the

building’s exterior, and the library has
earmarked $16,000 this year for the
repairs.
• The Village of Nakusp now has
a license of occupation in place with
the Ministry of Transportation for a
section of the trailway running parallel
to Highway 6. The ten-year tenure costs
$1,500 and makes maintenance of the

trailway the Village’s responsibility
under their Parks bylaw. The license of
occupation does not include the area that
is periodically washed out.
• Councillor Bill Tobey brought up
the proposed chicken bylaw that has
been on the Village’s to-do list for years.
“I think they’re gorgeous little
animals but they are definitely getting

submitted
The NACFOR-funded spring trail
maintenance program ended June 6
with the maintenance crew attending
to seven of the society’s eight trails. As
of this date, all trails were accessible
except Kuskanax Mtn. North (Turner
Rd access), where snow still covered the
upper section of the road. The following
is a recap of trail status (not taking into
consideration the occasional wind storm
over the past few weeks):
Hot Springs Trail: maintenance-free;
open to hikers, cyclists, and horseback
riding. This is a beautiful easy trail to
hike, paralleling Kuskanax Creek for
eight km. There are very minor changes
in elevation and the big trees are so
inspiring.
C e d a r G r o v e Tr a i l : n o w
maintenance-free, with both sides of
access road brushed from the FSR
junction (worry-free travels for new
vehicle owners). The trailhead is 5.5
km from the Hot Springs Rd, with the
very short trail looping through some
spectacular old-growth forest. This is
great for families with mini-hikers.
New signage and kiosk will be erected
this summer.
Box Lake Loop: maintenance-free.
This is a beautiful short easy trail for the
mini-hikers with Mom and Dad. Don’t
forget to look for the eagles fishing at the
lakeshore below trail.
Kuskanax Mtn. - South Trail (access
from Hot Springs Rd): Maintenance
completed to near ridge-top (stopped
at snowline). The trailhead is 4.5 km
by 4x4 vehicle only, from Hot Springs
Rd. Vicky’s View lookout is about two

km above Hot Springs Rd. This is a
relatively steep trail that will give the
body a good workout, and will give the
hiker some fantastic vistas of Nakusp,
the lake, and Saddle Mtn., plus more.
The trail from the ridge to the summit
will be checked and cleared in July
during a volunteer work outing. Some
brushing is still required on the access
road below Vicky’s View. New signage
will be erected this summer.
4b. Kukanax Mtn. - North Trail
(Turner Rd access): The 15 km 4x4 only
access road is maintenance-free to the
snowline at 1,700 m elevation (rocks
removed). The north trail meets the south
trail at the summit, and is moderately
steep and relatively short compared to
the south trail. This north portion will
be maintained by volunteer work outings
during the summer, and new signage will
also be erected.
5. Kimbol Lake: Maintenance-free
almost to the lake (stopped at snowline).
This is a beautiful moderately steep
trail through some old-growth forest,
3.5 km length. Some maintenance still
required at old hot springs pools (need
stepping stones), and at the top. Trail to
be extended to the cabin. All remaining
work to be done by volunteer work
outings, the first one being held on
June 26 in conjunction with hike. New
signage to be erected later.
6. Peter Roulston Trail: This
four km long trail (ideal for winter
snowshoeing and XC-skiing) parallels
the Hot Springs Road and Kuskanax
Creek on the north side, and has both
a lower and upper trailhead. It is now
basically maintenance-free except for

submitted
Stantec Architecture Ltd. has been
chosen for architectural and planning
services for upgrades to the emergency
department at Arrow Lakes Hospital. This
is the initial planning stage for a future
renovation to the hospital.
“This is great news,” said Marguerite
Rotvold, West Kootenay Boundary
Regional Hospital District (WKBRHD)
board chair. “These improvements are a
priority for our entire board.”
Through the planning process, the
designers will review renovations for a
new dedicated triage area; two new trauma
bays, one of which can be used for labour
and delivery; renovated patient exam bays
with improved privacy; and an enclosed
multi-purpose meeting room for family
consultations or waiting space for family
during trauma situations. The goals of the
redesign are to improve patient privacy
and flow, while also increasing the overall
efficiency and effectiveness of the space.
Stantec Architecture Ltd. is a wellknown and respected international
company that has had significant past

experience working on health-care projects,
several within Interior Health.
During the planning work, the
company will review options for the
potential renovations and prepare a
schematic design. This information will
be used to determine the expected cost of
the renovations and timelines. The project’s
budget is $100,000, which has been funded
by the WKBRHD.
“Our hospital plays a vital role,” said
Nakusp mayor Karen Hamling. “Having
modern health-care facilities is an integral
feature that families and businesses look for
when considering moving to a community.
I’m pleased to see next steps being taken to
provide residents with an updated, quality
emergency department that will match the
quality care they’ve been receiving from
our physicians and staff.”
IH anticipates the planning stage will
take approximately six to nine months to
complete. Proceeding with a renovation
project will be subject to prioritization
of capital projects, both provincially and
within Interior Health, and the availability
of funding.

the widening or replacement of Gardner
Creek bridge, and erecting sign-in boxes,
information kiosks, and new signage.
Many thanks to YRB who constructed a
new access trail to lower trailhead, with
parking directly across Hot Springs Rd.
7. Saddle Mtn. Trail: This 5.3 km
long trail is often considered the crown
jewel of the area’s hiking trails, as
it leads to the peak of the mountain
and the recently refurbished (exterior
only) forestry lookout tower through a
beautiful forest of big trees and upper
alpine meadow full of flowers in late
July/August. Four days were spent
clearing an immense amount of blowdowns up to the snowline at about 1,850
m elevation. The remainder of trail
maintenance will consist of volunteer
work outings during the summer. Many
thanks to R & A Logging and Interfor for
the new culvert installed on the 4x4-only
access road near the trailhead.
8. Rail Trail: This trail for both
motorized and non-motorized users is
basically maintenance-free over the
length of the Trail Society’s portion
of responsibility, which extends from
the viewpoint near the south edge
of the village to the Summit Lake
Hill, an estimated distance of about
10 km. Maintenance was not part
of the NACFOR-funded program.
Sections of the trail bed were refurbished
including installation of a culvert, and the
parking lot modified. Signage including
installation of information kiosks will be
installed later.
The NACFOR-funded spring trail
maintenance program, which allowed
for three paid workers to complete three
weeks of maintenance, has been greatly
appreciated by the society. All trail
users benefit from this most welcome
funding, as the majority of trails can be
maintained in an efficient and timely
manner and be ready for the season’s
adventurers.

Trail updates from Nakusp and Area Community Trails Society

Planning close for Arrow Lakes
Hospital Emergency Room upgrade

AVAILABLE SOON!
Kittens! Kittens! Kittens! Orange and white
or grey or black playful tabbies, looking for
Forever Homes! PALS also has barn cats:
independent hunters, prefer to be left alone,
seeking dry, comfortable bed and regular meals.
To choose one of the kittens or ask about any
of our adult cats, call PALS at 250-265-3792.
WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

a few of them out there in town running
on the loose,” Tobey said. “I don’t see
it being an issue yet, but I can see it
becoming an issue. Hopefully we’ll
have something that’s reasonable in
place soon.”
“A lot of other municipalities do
have chicken bylaws in place now,”
contributed CAO Laurie Taylor. “It’s
something that’s becoming the norm.”
Mayor Hamling commented that
all livestock needs to be addressed by a
bylaw, and that is why it’s been put on
the back burner.
• Renovations have taken place
at the Arrow Lakes Hospital, and the
staff are happy with the changes to the
nurses’ station, said Mayor Hamling
in her report to council. There are
also more renovations planned for the
former nursery and the emergency
room.
• Also in the mayor’s report, more
medical news: a new doctor from South
Africa is coming to Nakusp on a threeyear contract; a paramedicine program
is coming to Nakusp and Edgewood,
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but when is still unknown.
• There will be a public hearing as
to whether or not Nakusp should be
designated an area where Temporary
Use Permits (TUP) may be issued. A
TUP allows an exception to the zoned
use of a property. WaterBridge Steel has
applied for a TUP for five years on the
property where they are located, which
is currently zoned R5.
• Parking, a hot topic recently in
Nakusp, was also on the agenda. Staff
recommended increasing the required
parking spots for some establishments
and decreasing requirements for others.
Changes would only apply to new
businesses, said CAO Taylor. Council
voted to take the proposed changes
to parking requirements to a public
hearing.
• Like several other municipalities,
Nakusp is opting out of the RDCK
Community Sustainable Living service.
Mayor Hamling said staying in meant
the Village was contributing $4,000$5,000 for things that were already
being done in Nakusp.
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Toadfest bumped up due to early migration

The Valley Voice June 29, 2016

submitted
The warm spring has resulted in
the earliest breeding of Western toads
at Summit Lake in the last 20 years,
so there will likely be another early
migration of toadlets this summer. The
new toad tunnel, recently installed by
the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, is anticipated to be wellutilized by the toadlets, possibly by as
early as mid-July.
Toadfest at Summit Lake Provincial
Park—which raises awareness about
the species—has been scheduled
for the evening of July 27 and the
morning of July 28, 2016. For the latest
information on Toadfest visit fwcp.ca.
The toads did not have sole use
of the new tunnel; remote cameras

captured nine other vertebrate species –
including a Pacific wren – using it. This
was just one finding among the results
from 2015 of the Summit Lake Western
Toad Research Project, now in its sixth
year of data collection and monitoring.
In 2015, the toadlet migration
occurred during the last two weeks of
July, with nearly all the toadlets moving
by mid-August. Although there was
no estimate of total toadlet population,
anecdotal evidence suggests it was a
bumper migration at Summit Lake.
The tunnel is just one part of
the solution to help the Western
toad. Biologists with the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations (FLNRO), with funding
from the Fish & Wildlife Compensation

Program (FWCP), have increased and
improved the wildlife fencing that
guides the toadlets and adults into the
new larger tunnel, as well as the two
existing smaller tunnels.
Despite the infrastructure
improvements, getting safely across the
highway remains one of the challenges
the toads face at Summit Lake. Of
special concern are the adult females,
each of which can carry up to 16,000
eggs. In the 2015 field research, of
415 adult toads detected during the
highway surveys, 218 were alive
and 197 dead. Two-thirds of the dead
females were carrying eggs. Identifying
and implementing measures to reduce
highway mortality of adult toads
remains a top priority.

Thirteen hibernacula (hibernation
sites) were located and it was found
that adult toads tend not to hibernate
with other adults but may share space
with toadlets.
Once final, the 2015 Summit Lake
Western Toad Research Project report
will be posted on the FWCP website
at fwcp.ca. Research will continue in
2016 and information gathered will be
used to evaluate options to maintain
the Western toad population at Summit
Lake, and improve habitat connectivity
between breeding and overwintering
sites.
“The Western toad is a focal
species for us, as identified in our
Species of Interest Action Plan, due to
the fact that it has a high conservation

concern, and we want to take an
integrated approach with our partners
in helping them,” said FWCP Columbia
Region Manager Crystal Klym. “Our
role is to provide the best technical
information to support the restoration
and conservation of this population at
Summit Lake.”
The FWCP is a partnership
between BC Hydro, the Province of
BC, Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
First Nations and public stakeholders,
to conserve and enhance fish and
wildlife impacted by BC Hydro dams.
The FWCP does not make any land
use decisions, nor is it involved in the
review or approval of timber harvesting
or industrial activities.

submitted
School District #10 (Arrow Lakes)
signed its second Aboriginal Education
Enhancement Agreement June 20.
Developed with parents, students,
teachers, administrators and the
community, the agreement further
strengthens and supports Aboriginal
student achievement and success in the
district.
The agreement establishes the
following commitments to Aboriginal
students in the district:
- provide opportunities to enhance
their sense of belonging and pride in their
Aboriginal ancestry;
- provide interventions for holistic
success – physical, mental, social and
emotional health;
- provide district-wide Aboriginal
cultural events;
- identify and provide learning
support to at-promise students of
Aboriginal ancestry;

- provide learning opportunities for
school staff to enhance awareness and
understanding of Aboriginal culture and
learning styles; and
- support healing by embracing and
promoting Aboriginal cultural diversity.
These five-year agreements are
a commitment by school districts,
local Aboriginal communities and
the Ministry of Education to work
together to enhance the educational
achievement of Aboriginal students
through programming that supports First
Nations history, culture and language.
This agreement builds on
government’s work to include Aboriginal
history, culture and perspectives into
BC’s new curriculum. To support
teachers in bringing Aboriginal content
and perspectives into the classroom,
government has created a resource
guide called Aboriginal Worldviews:
Perspectives in the Classroom.
“The Arrow Lakes Aboriginal

Education Advisory Council has
worked with School District 10 and
the communities in the district over
the last two years on the renewal of the
enhancement agreement,” says school
board chair Lora Lee Brekke. “Several
community meetings were held to obtain
public input, and the advisory council
then reviewed and put together our
second agreement.
“It was a very thorough and
thoughtful process, one in which the
board of education was thrilled to be
included and to have input. I am happy
to have our second agreement renewed
and look forward to many more years
of exciting and thoughtful dealings with
the council.”
Ganishka Silverfox-Dann, an Elder
with the council, says “As a Cree and
Ojibwa Elder in the West Kootenays, I
am proud to see the changes that have
been made in School District 10 from
the last signing of the Aboriginal accord.

Our youth want some extra help with
traditions and ceremony to be able to
hold onto the past as well as walk in the
future. Our school district teachers are
trying to pass these on with help of the
Elders and different programs that are
available in the West Kootenays.”
SD 10 has an Aboriginal population
of 85 students or 18.7 per cent of the

454 students in the district for the 201516 school year. The district recognizes
the Sinixt People, the Ktunaxa to the
East, the Shuswap to the North, and the
Okanagan Nations to the West.
Since 2000, the provincial six-year
completion rate for Aboriginal students
has increased from 39 per cent to 63
per cent.

by Jan McMurray
Over the summer, the Village of
Kaslo is accepting public comments
on the Liquid Waste Management
Plan, Stage 2 document.
At the open house held June 23 at
the seniors’ hall, CAO Neil Smith said
he expects Stage 2 to be completed
this year, and Stage 3, the final stage,
to be completed early next year.
Scott Wallace of TRU Consulting
has been working on the plan. He
explained that Stage 2 is still “big
picture,” looking at either keeping
the existing sewer treatment plant
and expanding it, or constructing a
new plant in a different location. He
said details, including cost details, will
come in Stage 3.
Many people attending the open
house wanted to know the costs per
household, but this information is
not yet available. CAO Neil Smith
reported that another consultant is
working on financial information
now, with his report due at the end of
summer. The consultant is looking at
not only the costs of expanding the
sewer system, but also the way the
system has been financed so far.
The proposed sewer service
expansion area includes Upper and
Lower Kaslo. Lower Kaslo is the
priority, as 42% of lots there do

not comply with the Village bylaw
regarding lot sizes and septic systems.
Keeping the existing sewer
treatment plant and expanding it
would be the cheaper of the two
options, estimated at $2.5 million.
This option includes an addition to the
building at the waterfront, with flow
capacity doubling to accommodate
Lower and Upper Kaslo. However,
the existing system currently has the
capacity for the addition of Lower
Kaslo, so the addition to the building
would not be necessary until Upper
Kaslo were to join the system.
Building a new sewer treatment
plant at another location is estimated
to cost $5.4 million. The site has not
been chosen, but the preferred location
is on Village-owned land on G Avenue
south of the Kaslo River. This option
addresses public concerns about the
current location of the sewer treatment
plant near the park, and the new
location would be more consistent
with land use plans.
Wallace said he looked at
pumping treated effluent to the golf
course to be re-used for irrigation, but
determined that it doesn’t make sense.
“The drivers are not there in Kaslo.
The water system isn’t stressed, so
there’s no benefit to pulling the golf
course off the system,” he said. If the

water system were stressed in future,
Wallace said it would be cheaper to
pump lake water to the golf course
than treated sewer water.

Wa l l a c e a l s o l o o k e d a t
constructing a new treatment plant
with aerated lagoons, estimated at
$3.85 million. He said this treatment

process is inferior and requires a large
piece of land.
For more information, visit
villageofkaslo.ca.

submitted
The RDCK has acquired an 8.6
acre parcel of land known as Campbell
Field thanks to a generous donation by
the South Slocan Sports Association.
Adjacent to Mt. Sentinel Secondary
School, the property is situated near the
junction of Highways 6 and 3A and the
borders of electoral areas H, I and F. The
Slocan Valley Rail Trail is close by, as
is the RDCK’s Crescent Valley Beach
Regional Park.
“This incredible gift offers area
residents a spectacular opportunity for
recreation in the future,” said Walter
Popoff, Area H director. “We will be
following the recommendations in
Slocan Valley Recreation Master Plan
in the development of this property for
the benefit of area residents.”
The property has been administered
by the South Slocan Sports Association
since the late 1930s, when it was acquired
from West Kootenay Power. Under the
stewardship of long-time Crescent
Valley resident and former school board
trustee Bob Cunningham, the property
has always been used for sports and

cultural activities. A covenant ensures
that the site will continue to be used for
those purposes.
The aging membership of the
association and the mounting cost of
insurance led to the group’s decision to
donate the land to the RDCK to ensure
that the community can enjoy the
property for years to come.
“We’ve been happy to maintain
this pristine land for generations – we
played on the field as kids and now our
grandkids do, too,” said Association
President Phil Chernenkoff.

“Our group of 10 has done all it can
do [with the site],” said Joe Nazaroff.
“Donating the land to the RDCK is the
best thing for the community and the
future of the property.”
“These volunteers have been
fantastic stewards of this property,” said
Director Popoff. “The RDCK is thankful
for this legacy and gift.”
“We are grateful to Director Popoff
for his guidance and help in having the
RDCK take on this property,” said Jerry
Plonidin.
“The property is in the right hands.”

School District #10 signs second Aboriginal Agreement

SD10’s second Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreement was signed at the Aboriginal
Day celebration at Nakusp Elementary on June 20.

Kaslo sewer expansion options out for public comment

Field of Dreams: RDCK gifted Crescent Valley land for recreation

Members of the South Slocan Sports Association with Area H director Walter Popoff (front row,
right) in Campbell Field, newly donated to the RDCK.
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SD 10 Education Partnership: Update on the school district
by Katrine Campbell
Nakusp Secondary School’s
international students dropped by the
school board office to say hello and, for
some, goodbye at the June 14 meeting
of the Education Partnership Committee.
Brothers Oliver and Andrew Kang,
from China, are leaving for Edmonton
as Oliver is graduating and going on to
the University of Alberta. The highlight
of Andrew’s stay here was learning to
play the saxophone. Bill Gao, also from
China, has just finished his first year in
Nakusp and said it was exciting, as he
travelled with his fellow entrepreneurs to
the Vancouver Boat Show and the Junior
Dragons’ Den in Trail.
Maria Gomez has been here for
a year from Spain, and said she had
“so much fun” and her homestay was
great. Grade 9 student Saya Miyhata,
from Japan, is happy to be coming back
next year; she will finish high school in
Nakusp.

The newest student is Taku Hotta,
also from Japan, here for a one-month
cultural experience and coming back
for four years.
Another Spanish student will arrive
in time for school starting in September.
• Art Olson, the Manager of
Operations and Transportation, shared
an update on district busing. New buses
have been ordered with funding received
from the Province, and he got rid of the
propane bus. As the 72-seat buses are
more than is needed for the small student
population, the new one is a 60-seater.
A 34-seat bus is working for
Edgewood, he added. The bus does not
get priority boarding on the ferry but, if
the bus is running tight, it can pass the
line-up with lights flashing if needed.
Only two students live in Summit
Lake; if the parents were to drive them
to the Box Lake turnaround, it could
reduce the bus mileage by 30 km, Olson
said. Superintendent Terry Taylor noted

Red Mountain students are driven to
Silverton for pick-up and the parents
get a transportation allowance; she
suggested the Summit Lake parents
could also get the allowance.
The Fauquier bus route covers 238
km a day as the driver has to start and
end in Nakusp. By storing the bus at
the Fauquier school, the driver can use
their own vehicle to get to the bus, and
stay in Nakusp all day, cutting down
on the board’s fuel use. Olson also
recommended storing the Edgewood
buses at the Edgewood school rather than
using the YRB yard, where the buses are
sometimes snowed in as ploughing the
roads, not its yard, is the highest priority.
YRB also charges a premium for fuel, so
he is looking for cheaper gas.
So many changes have been made
in energy efficiency, Olson said, that
BC Hydro is planning a report on the
district’s savings of $45,000 in electricity
costs through lighting and furnace

by Dan Rixon
• Council voted unanimously to
apply for funding under the Canada
150 Infrastructure Grant Program
for the proposed $200,000 Silverton
Gallery Capital Improvement
Project. The Fairbank Report of 2014
outlined work necessary to bring the
building to fire and safety code, and
the gallery has largely been closed
to public use since then. Council is
hopeful this second application will
be successful.
• Council endorsed a letter of
support for a West Kootenay Tourism
Alliance application under the BC
Rural Dividend Program.
• Council decided that water
quality signage is not currently
needed in the village. Biweekly
testing of the water shows that local
water remains of highest quality.
• Support was given by council
for a scope change in the application
from Slocan Lake Golf Club under
the RDCK Community Initiatives
Program. Village council awarded
an allocation of $1,000 to the
improvement work, including new
doors and installation of a water tank,
at a special meeting held April 19.
• Councilor Bell drew attention
to the correspondence from Canada
Post. The agency is currently under
review. Bell voiced concern for
maintaining rural post offices, and
support for proposed rural internet
services and renewable-powered
postal vehicles.
• Dust control on the highway
was discussed. An increase in heavy
transport vehicles through the village
has caused reduced visibility, and
YRB has provisioned wetting down
of the affected areas. The CAO was
directed to write to relevant parties
regarding concerns.
• Councilor Leah Main was
re-elected to the board of directors
of the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM). At the
FCM AGM, resolutions were
passed regarding updating and
increasing funding for the Homeless
Partnering Strategy, recognizing
National Orange Shirt Day to honour
and commemorate the legacy of

residential schools, developing and
implementing a National Pharmacare
program, and supporting the
Canadian government’s commitment
to the Paris Climate Agreement.
The mayor also reported that the
Kootenay Booth was lost in transit
on the way to the FCM in Winnipeg,
but delegates created a new booth
with videos and an interactive map
that proved a great success.
• Council agreed to discuss a
pesticide bylaw at a future meeting
and to investigate ‘Thawz,” an
environmentally friendly option to
road salt.
• Councillor Main reported
that the West Kootenay Transit

sub-committee had recommended
connecting the Wednesday Nakusp
bus to the Slocan-Nelson route,
allowing a third day of public
transport to the Nelson area.
• The CAO confirmed that
property tax notices were mailed
out May 19 and that repair work
to the tennis courts had been
completed, allowing for resurfacing
to commence in the third week of
July. He also confirmed that the
missing village swing had been
located and hung.
• Council passed into effect an
updated fee bylaw for local services,
which will be made available on the
Village website.

submitted
Unity Music Festival is on the beach
in Slocan City July 15-17. Featuring
international acts, Unity is also a great
showcase for many up and coming
Canadians.
Coming to the beach are: The West
African Summit, Freestylers (UK),
The Wilderness Crew (Vancouver),
Bill Bourne (Alberta), Gabriel Palatchi
(Argentina), Test their Logik (Toronto),
The Eisenhauers (Kaslo), M3 and Gisto
(Nelson/Vancouver), Red Eyed Soul
(Argenta), Buckman Coe (Vancouver),
Kytami (Vancouver), Roky Shichi Taiko
Drummers (Vancouver), Moontricks
(Argenta), Intersect (Nelson) and Val
Kilmer and the New Coke (Nelson).
Slocan Valley has its own
represented - Adham Shaikh & The
Outworld Orkestra, Dope Sounds (aka
Wolfpack), Lil’ Dave and the Big Blue,
Dazza, The Wild Turkeys along with Irie
Vibes, Lady Humble and In the Sticks.
More local drum and dance groups and
solo performers are rounding out the
valley feel. The full line-up and schedule
can be seen at www.unitymusicfestival.
ca along with accommodation and
camping options.
This family festival on the beach has
a great kids’ zone with puppet shows and
a special kids’ show by the much loved
multi-instrumentalist Marty Carter from
Salmo. New this year are the two days
of workshops (including a TAIKO drum
workshop in the main field). The vendor

village is going to be the biggest yet with
over 25 excellent food and craft vendors
and the Sunday pancake breakfast at the
Legion (aka The Silvery Slocan Social
Centre) will be presented by the Slocan
and District Technical Rescue Society.
Festival Advance General Tickets
are $95, Senior (65 and up) & Youth
(13 -18) tickets are $50 and kids 12
and under are free. Tickets are available
online or at Mountain Valley Station in
Slocan, Gaia Tree in Winlaw, Evergreen
Foods in Crescent Valley and Packrat
Annie’s in Nelson. Day tickets are also
available.
Unity Music Festival is presented
by the Slocan Valley Cultural Alliance,
a non-profit society dedicated to
supporting music, art and dance in the
Slocan Valley.

Silverton council, June 14: Village to apply for grant for Silverton Gallery repairs

Unity Festival is bringing it home

upgrades and installation of solar panels.
“BC Hydro is really impressed,” he
concluded.
• Ric Bardati, who has just been reelected president, presented a report from
the Arrow Lakes Teachers’ Association.
The LGBTQ+ policy will be presented
at the next policy committee meeting,
for implementation early in the next
school year.
The collective agreement is in
process and is currently with the
BCPSEA. It should be signed by
December. Planning for Pro-D days for
2016-17 is underway.
• A recruitment ad for a Healthy
Schools Coordinator will be posted to
the community. SD 10 is looking for
someone with a background in health
or education.
• Taylor reported on enrolment as of
June 8. There are 466 students, ranging
from 18 at Edgewood Elementary to
171 at Nakusp Elementary. Across the
district, there are 53 in grade 12 and
45 in grade 11; only 27 are enrolled in
kindergarten.
• GLOWS (Growing Learning
Opportunities with Science) summer
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camps will be offered in Nakusp and
New Denver. Three camps will cover
biology and physics for two different
age groups.
• The new K-9 curriculum will be
implemented in September. The draft
grade 10-12 curriculum is available
on the ministry website. Provincial
exams will be reduced from five to
two: an English 12 literacy assessment
and a math assessment which is in
development.
• Students between grades 6 and 9
will be required to learn computational
thinking, leading to completion of a 15hour coding module.
• LESS acting principal Trish
Hawkins and future principal Nick
Graves will meet with staff and parents
July 6.
• The Ministry of Education’s
working group is finalizing a report on
the potential for shared human resources
and payroll functions.
• Five new district films have been
created: International Education, The
Outdoor Classroom, Collaborative
Environmental Education Stewardship,
Growing Together and Solar Project.

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES
2016 ANNUAL REPORT
Residents of the Village of New Denver are requested to take
notice that pursuant to Section 98 of the Community Charter, the
Village of New Denver’s 2016 Annual Report is now available for
public inspection at the Village of New Denver Municipal Office,
115 Slocan Avenue, New Denver, B.C. on weekdays (except
statutory holidays) between the hours of 8:00 am and 4:00 pm
Pursuant to Section 99 of the Community Charter, Council will
consider submissions and questions from the public regarding
the 2015 Annual Report at the July 26, 2016 Regular Meeting,
scheduled for 7:00 pm, in the Village of New Denver Council
Chambers, 115 Slocan Avenue, New Denver, BC.
SPRINKLING RESTRICTIONS
As the hot days of summer arrive, residents of the Village of
New Denver are asked to observe the following rules regarding
the use of sprinklers within the municipal boundaries:
Level 1 Sprinkling Restrictions: No sprinkling between
10:00 am and 6:00 pm
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Village of New Denver is now accepting applications for
the position of:
TRAIL CREW WORKER
This is a non-permanent, project-based position with a pay
rate of $22.50 per hour. The successful applicant will work
constructing recreational trails within the Village of New Denver’s municipal boundaries. The position requires a high level
of physical fitness. Preference will be given to applicants with
knowledge and experience in trail building and maintenance.
Please submit a resume and cover letter to:
Village of New Denver, Attention: Bruce
Woodbury, CAO
Mail: P.O. Box 40, New Denver, B.C., V0G 1S0
Email: office@newdenver.ca
In person: 115 Slocan Avenue, New Denver

Grooving at the Unity Festival, 2015.

This position will remain posted until filled. All applicants are
thanked for their interest – only those selected for an interview
will be contacted.
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Langham presents its second annual Asian series
submitted
This summer the Langham
Cultural Society will present
its second annual Asian Series,
starting in July with a Café
Langham Inspired Ideas Talk and
two workshops.
• The first workshop is ‘The
Art Of Chinese Tea (Gong Fu
Cha Ceremony)’ with tea master
Chris Harfman on Sunday July
10 at 5 pm. Gong fu means the
art of doing something well.
In the tea ceremony known as

gong fu (or kung fu, kung fu-cha
or gong fu-cha), the implication
is that time, dedication and effort
will produce an ultimate tea
experience.
In this class participants will
learn how to brew tea Chinese
style (gong fu) as well as sample
some of the finer Chinese teas
and learn about the history of tea.
Specifically, participants will be
drinking teas from a small family
farm in Wuyi, China, the home
of some of China’s most sought

after and expensive teas. All
are welcome to share this rare
experience.
Chris Harfman started his
tea apprenticeship in North India
more than 12 years ago with his
first sip of Tibetan yak-butter tea
at the Dalai Lama’s temple in
Dharamsala. While a somewhat
acquired taste, this tea started his
quest into the deeper aspects of
tea and the amazing multitude of
tastes of this single plant.
In 2013, Cloud Mountain
Tea House was opened in
Nelson, BC to bring the people
of the West Kootenay some of
the finer teas from around the
world, introducing people to the
concept of seasonal teas and to
small farm micro batches.
• The Café Langham
Inspired Ideas talk on Friday
July 15 will examine The Art of
Japanese Gardens – down the
‘rabbit hole’ of Garden Design
with Edzard Teubert. Our
curiosity for Japanese gardens
and the role they play in our
post-modern human landscape
will be the topic of discussion.
Teubert will also conduct an allday workshop on Tsubo-Niwa
‘Jar-Garden’ Design the next
day, Saturday July 16, at 10 am.
Examining design solutions
found in small spaces, this
Tsubo (jar) or courtyard garden
workshop sets out to create
possibilities for the participant’s
own gardens. Novice and
experienced gardeners are both
welcome.
The workshop will have
two objectives or outcomes.

First, to apply principles to the
participant’s own spaces. Second,
rather than an imaginary design
exercise, participants will utilize
the Langham’s small neglected
back space as a working-study,
to collaboratively develop and
apply Japanese design principles
to a commemorative, social,
yet intimate space that fosters
well-being. Maximum number
of participants is twelve. Novice
and experienced gardeners
are equally welcome and the
workshop includes the Friday
talk.
For local reference, Teubert
introduced the Shuzenji/
Izushi Nelson garden to the
international and Japanese
community at the International
Japanese Garden Symposium
in 2004 with Hirokazu Okusa,
under whose mentorship he is
co-designer. Since 2003, he has
been revitalizing Roy Sumi’s
last garden, the Heiwa Teien at
the Nikkei Internment Memorial
Centre in New Denver.
On the international platform
Edzard is the Principal of Fuzei
Gardens, and is the co-founder,
past vice-president of the
Japanese Garden Organization
(forum), and he serves on the
editorial board of the North
American Japanese Garden
Organization. He also serves
on the editorial committee of
Nikkei Images, a publication of
the Nikkei National Museum and
Cultural Centre, Burnaby.
• In August the Langham
Asian series will offer another
talk on ‘Tao in the Art of
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Gardens’ with Chinese scholar,
Dr. Laurence Moss, August 14 at
2 pm during the Columbia Basin
Culture Tour weekend.
• Later in the month
celebrated Canadian writer,
actor and dancer, Mark Kunji
Ikeda will present his acclaimed
‘Sansei: The Storyteller ’
performance for two evenings,
along with a master class and
a youth class in imagination,
movement and theatre.
• In September, New

Denver’s Art Joyce will present
a Café Langham talk, ‘Hiding
In Plain Sight: The Chinese In
The West Kootenay,’ September
15 at 7 pm. With the help of
the descendants of pioneering
Chinese settlers, Joyce has
unearthed stories that had never
before been revealed.
For details and to preregister, email langham@
netidea.com or phone 250-3532661 or visit www.thelangham.
ca.

by Claire Paradis
Emergency departments in
Castlegar, Kamloops, Kaslo,
Kelowna, Nakusp, New Denver
and Vernon are carrying out a pilot
project of overdose surveillance
and treatment and the Take Home
Naloxone program.
Interior Health has begun
implementing measures in
emergency departments to
improve overdose surveillance and
arm those at risk with naloxone, a
life-saving drug that can reduce
the risk of brain damage or death
from opioid overdoses.
The increase of fentanyl
overdoses in the province has
been a push behind this program,
confirmed Suzanne McCombs,
manager of rural healthcare sites,
from her Nakusp office. But she
says naloxone will help with
prescription drug overdoses too.
“We’re hoping to save some
lives,” McCombs told the Valley
Voice. “We don’t see a huge
need but it’s one more level of

protection.” Staff will receive
training on how to administer
the drug, which will be on hand
in the emergency room. Having
naloxone within reach will mean
the difference between life and
death, said McCombs. “Before, a
doctor needed to send for a kit, and
at times it was too late.”
Part of the program is
tracking overdoses that come to
emergency departments, which
will provide real-time data that
can be responded to proactively
by Interior Health.
In addition, all emergency
departments will offer overdose
patients the life-saving drug
naloxone through the expansion
of the Take Home Naloxone
program, which provides training
and naloxone kits free of charge to
people who use opioids and are at
risk of an overdose.
Interior Health will roll both
initiatives out to the 27 remaining
emergency departments within the
next two months.

Overdose treatment program
piloted in rural hospitals
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THINKING OF STARTING, buying or
expanding your own business? If so, call
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
WORK YOUR DREAM JOB and be
your own boss with help from the Self
Employment program at Community
Futures! Through this program you will
receive business plan instruction and
ongoing business training and coaching
while you start your business. And if
you’re eligible you will usually also receive
financial support for the first year. To learn
more call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

CARD OF THANKS

THE SLOCAN CURLING CLUB board
of directors gratefully acknowledges the
kind generosity of all who supported our

day to day operations and fundraising
efforts over the years. In light of recent
revelations regarding our Curling Club
facility, we have elected to cease operations.
We thank you most sincerely for your past
support.

CELEBRATION OF LIFE

GERRY HAMILTON - Celebration of
Gerry Hamilton’s Life - Sunday, July 3.
Slocan Legion, Noon-2 pm.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CONCERT - Kelly Coubrough & Christina
Nolan SOPRANOS will be joined by
Martine denBok (violin), Johanne Perron
(cello) and Kevin Heshedahl (harpsichord).
SUNDAY, JULY 10 - 7:00 pm, Silverton
Memorial Hall. Admission by donation.
Mark your calendars - don’t miss this!

COMING EVENTS

SAILING LESSONS/TOURS at Slocan
Village Beach - Every Sunday & Monday
mid June-Sept. $60 Per - Teens and Adults.
Cdn Yachting Certification available. RSVP
req’d. info@kootenaycatamaran.ca.
THE FRIDAY MARKET happens every
Friday in downtown New Denver 10 am to 2
pm. For an eclectic selection of locally grown
produce, artisanal food products and artisans’
wares. Contact: ndfridaymarket@gmail.com
GARAGE SALE – Friday, July 8, 10
am-2 pm. 412 6 th Ave., New Denver
(across from KSCU). Proceeds to Pavilion
Memorial Gardens. Donations of items
gladly accepted. Call 1-250-231-6739.
KOOTENAY-CONNECTED QUINTET
COLLABORATES FOR CLASSICAL

DO YOU HAVE OR KNOW SOMEONE
WHO HAS MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS?
Would you like to meet with others to share
your experiences? Lonnie from the MS
Society will be hosting a meeting in New
Denver on Thursday, June 30 to discuss the
formation of a support group. If you are
interested, please call our office at 1-800268-7582 ,ext. 7259 for details.
16TH ANNUAL NEW DENVER
ANTIQUE & COLLECTIBLE STREET
FAIR. Sunday, July 24, 8 am-3 pm. For
space rental, call Helen 250-355-2354.
Hope to see you there!

CERTIFIED MANGO: ‘Wild Still
Yonder’ CD release and concert in the
Kohan Garden, New Denver. World jazz
under the trees. Bring a chair or blanket. 2
pm Sunday 24th July. By donation.
NEW DENVER YARD SALES – three
in the same block! Saturday, July 23, 10-2;
Josephine St. between 8th and 9th Ave.
LATIN CARDIO DANCE WORKOUT
- 4:30 Wednesdays. New Denver Health
Centre Gym. $10 drop-in or 3 x pass $20.
AT THE HIDDEN GARDEN GALLERY:
‘The Spirit of Gaia,’ watercolour landscapes
by Jane Champagne, July 4 - 9; reception Wed
July 6, 7-9 pm, music by Noel Fudge. ‘Where
Two Worlds Meet,’ mixed media show by Leela
Kapel, July 11 - 19; reception Tues July 12,
7-9 pm, music by Richard Burton. The Hidden
Garden Gallery, 803 Kildare St, New Denver, is
open 10 to 3 Monday through Saturday.
LANGHAM ASIAN SERIES Workshop
- The Art of Chinese Tea (Gong Fu Cha
Ceremony) with tea master, Christopher
Harfman from Cloud Mountain Tea House,
Nelson. Sunday July 10, 5pm – 8 pm at
the Langham, Kaslo. In the tea ceremony
the implication is that time, dedication
and effort will produce an ultimate tea

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com
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experience. In this class we will learn how
to brew tea Chinese style (Gong Fu) and
learn about the history of tea. Class size 10,
fee $45, pre-register by email langham@
netidea.com or phone 250-353-2661.
CAFÉ LANGHAM INSPIRED
IDEAS Speaker Series THE ART OF
JAPANESE GARDENS July 15 at 7 pm
with Edzard Teubert at the Langham, Kaslo.
As an independent scholar and practitioner
steeped and firmly grounded in Japanese
techniques combining art, science, history
and research, Edzard Teubert will examine
the Japanese garden and the role they play
in our post-modern lives. $10 Donation at
the door. Youth are FREE.
LANGHAM ASIAN SERIES – The
Art of Japanese Gardens - The Tsuboniwa ‘Jar-Garden’ Courtyard Design
Workshop. Saturday July 16, 10 am - 4:30
pm all day workshop with master gardener,
Edzard Teubert of Fuzei Gardens, and
co-designer of the Shuzenji/Izushi Nelson
garden. Participants will explore positive
design solutions for their own small garden
spaces while collaboratively examining
design possibilities for the neglected space
at the back of the Langham building. Class

• BICYCLE

LARRY’S REPAIR

513 PARK AVE., SLOCAN
(formerly SLOCAN AUTO)

250-355-2632
We do automotive from A - Z

It’s spring, time to service your lawn
mower - Ken Hart can help
8845 Hwy 31 • Shutty Bench • 250-353-2800

ENVIRONMENT
info

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

CLEANING
Ballroom Dance in the Kootenays

by Fran Wallis, Bronze Assoc. DIVDA
Group & Private
classes for teens & adults
Wedding Preparation Packages
«Plan for your special day»
franwallis@redmtn.ca or 250-358-2448

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST
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size 12, Novice and experienced gardeners
welcome. Workshop fee $85, (includes the
Friday Cafe Langham talk) For details/
pre-register email langham@netidea.com
or phone 250-353-2661.

KOOTENAY DANCE BEAT Society
Summer Dance Weekend! Friday
July 8-Sunday, July 10 - Bosun Hall
in New Denver, 8 classes, 2 dances!
www.ticketpeak.com/res/kdbs Facebook:
Kootenay Dance Beat

FOR RENT

FOR RENT IN SILVERTON - Spacious
two bedroom suite with lake view, on main
floor of duplex, 616 Hunter St. Quiet area,
close to Cooper Beach. Covered porch,
excellent wood stove, all facilities. $650
per month - water & garbage included.
N/S, N/P. Available July 1, 2016. Call Ernst
Gerwig 403-762-5150 or 250-358-2283.
LARGE 3 BEDROOM upper level
apartment in Silverton. Washer, Dryer. $595/
month plus utilities. No Smoking, No Pets.
References. 250-358-2293. Available July 1.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers. Sales & Rentals.
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.

HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD
JOURNEY: Monday 9-10:30 am; Thursday
4-5:30 pm. Honour your body by reducing
stress, building strength, flexibility and
balance. Upper story of the fire hall in
Silverton. Only 5 minutes from New
Denver. Open to all levels. Come and share
mindfulness and the exultation of inner flow.
TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE with
Tyson - Special Intro offer: 2 hour Thai
massage for $50. Experience an ancient
physiotherapy method for body/mind
wellness. Available by appointment in the
Slocan Valley and Nelson. Tyson Bartel
250-226-6826 http://www.thaitouch.ca/

HELP WANTED

SANDON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
requires a student employee for the Sandon
Museum. Eight weeks at 30 hours per week.
$12.00 per hour wages plus holiday pay.
Duties would be to assist regular employees in
greeting visitors, some cleaning and keeping
records as required. Resumes can be posted to
Box 52, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0 by July 3.
COOK WANTED for The Village Hearth,
a year-round dinner restaurant opening this
fall in New Denver. The Village Hearth will
serve as much locally grown and produced
food as possible. Hours of work will vary

CLASSIFIED ADS

throughout the year; the restaurant will
be open more hours during the summer
than the winter. $20/hour. For the job
description, email hcsfoodhub@gmail.com.
To apply, email resume and cover letter by
July 15 to hcsfoodhub@gmail.com.

MEMORIAL SERVICE

NOTICES

NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250352-6008 preventeldRabuse@sbdemail.
com / www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.

PETS

DAVID SULLIVAN Memorial Event Vallican Whole, July 10, 2016 @ 10:30 am.
We will have a slide/ video show followed by
testimonials, potluck lunch and bench dedication
circa 2:30 pm. You are invited to bring prayer
flags with any art or thoughts about David and/
or for Daniel, Bonnie and Laure. For more info:
Laure@ 226-7456 or davidandlaure@gmail.com

NOTICES

FOR INFORMATION ON AA, NA,
OA, ACOA OR ALANON MEETINGS
contact in New Denver: 358-7904 or 3587158; Nakusp 265-4216; Kaslo 353-2658;
Slocan 355-2805; South Slocan 226-7705;
Playmor Junction 359-7310.
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning
for death and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE –
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from
home, no kennels, acres of fenced play area
and river swims. Call now to book your
dog’s vacation. 1-250-448-6553, www.
barknrollinn.com.
DOES YOUR DOG OR PUPPY frustrate
you? Would you like to have the dog of your
dreams? Would you like to confidently go
anywhere with your dog? We can help. Go
to www.proudofmydog.ca to find out how.

REAL ESTATE

3 ONLY LOFTS FOR SALE in lovely
New Denver: new high-quality build,
spectacular views across to New Denver
glacier and Valhalla Park, heated-slab

SEWING
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with wireless thermostat, high efficiency
fiberglass windows, propane fireplaceready, dedicated parking, 4 blocks to Slocan
Lake. Lock and walk, hassle free. See
Coldwell Banker listing.
SERVICED LOT FOR SALE with
small cabin. New Denver garden district,
2 min walk to beach. $94,500 Email
aimeezaretzki@gmail.com.

SERVICES

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows,
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high
performing windows by Gentek. We also
have lots of wood and metal doors in
stock. Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250399-0079.

ACCOUNTING
Merrifield
Accounting+

Personal & Small
Business TAXES
Daily Bookkeeping

Yarns, Fabrics, Fibres
Open Wed-Sat 10:30 - 4:30 • 250-551-6509
sewmuchmoreyarn.com
Storefront, 304 6th Ave. • New Denver

(250) 505 9748

pauljmerrifield@gmail.com

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Highland Creek
Contracting
• Excavating • Dump truck •
Premium garden soil • Lawn
installation • Landscaping

Call for an estimate
Pete Schwartz

250-358-2199

cell: 250-505-4347

highlandcreekcontracting@gmail.com

LARRY the LAWN GUY

• Lawn care • Spring clean-up • Pruning
• Odd jobs • Yard waste removal

Call Larry “the lawn guy”
250-265-7281 • 250-358-7772

Serving Silverton to Nakusp & all points in between.

EPONA ENTERPRISES INC.
Meeting all your electrical
needs with friendly
professional service.
Call Ed Kostuch at 250-265-8091

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Alex Joseph
250-358-7721

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-269-7280

mobile

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

BONDED Journeyman carpenter • Licenced (Canadian)
Sub-contractor • Licenced (US) Contractor.

www.manciaconstruction.ca

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silveridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

Castlegar
250-304-2911

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Leaf Cabinetry

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

100% CANADIAN PREF. ALUM-OXIDE. ROAKMAPLE BISTRO/TAVERN 3 1/4” X 3/4” - $4.39/SF
– MILL RUN $85 Sel BETTER. NORTH PLANK.
RL. UP TO 7’ $5.49/SF PLT. – ENG IMPORT
FROM $3.99/SF PLT. CORK 50+ CHOICES
FROM $2.59 SF PLT. GLUE DOWN – BAMBOO,
SLATE FROM $3.99/SF PLT – MOST IN STOCK
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

elementconcrete.ca

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

Nakusp Redi-Mix

THE BROKEN POT
GARDEN CENTRE

serving the Kootenays since 1973

10 km south of Kaslo • 4899 Hwy 31

DAVE WEATHERHEAD
250-265-4311 (ph)
nakuspredimix@gmail.com

Trees, shrubs, annuals,
perennials, and edibles

Tues-Sat 9-5 • 250-353-7456

New Crushed Gravel
Edgewood • Nakusp • Trout Lake • Kaslo
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SERVICES

GERRY CONWAY – Journeyman
carpenter/builder. 250-265-3163.
SATELLITE AV TECH: Shaw, Telus,
Bell, Xplornet etc; antennas, boosters, home
theatre, wired & wireless systems; James,
250-226-7236, tjfworks.ca

FLOWERS

Fresh Floral Arrangements
by Darlene
Green Acres Ventures
Weddings & Everyday Flowers

Delivery available 250-265-1379
email: greenacres@live.ca • www.greenacresnakusp.ca

REAL ESTATE

LANDLORDS: FORGET THE
HASSLE. Peace of Mind Rental
Management will screen applicants, collect
the rent, inspect at regular intervals, answer
tenants’ emergency calls, and arrange for
repairs. 15 years of experience as landlords
of three properties. Put our knowledge to
work for you! 358 area only. 250-358-2119
or kaytrin@netidea.com.
SPRING SALE- Full Service Chimney
Sweep - Call, text or email now to
book before July 15 and get last year’s
rate. WETT certified. 250-354-3489 or
redpointchimney@gmail.com.
SUE MISTRETTA, M.A. offers online
counseling and counseling sessions in
Silverton and Winlaw offices. Contact
www.handandsoul.ca or 358-2177.

WANTED

RUSTY VOLKSWAGON bus/van with
split front windshield. Any information
please call 403-527-4648.

REAL ESTATE

It is time to sell my mother’s house. You might
be interested before I remodel or you may want
to wait until it is totally re painted with new
flooring. I am willing to negotiate. The house
is 725 tenth street New Denver. 250-358-2284

WINTER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

CLASSIFIED ADS
CARD OF THANKS

Thanks!!! Lucerne School continues
to collect bottles and use them for
grads or Elementary Field Trips. This
year thanks to the donations of bottles
from the community and especially the
golf course we won the most bottles
recycled in BC for our size population
of school. Encorp Recycling awarded
the school an extra $1000.00. So
we say thanks for the donation of
bottles and thanks to Pat and Peggy
at Mountain Valley Station who help
make it easy to recycle.

SLOCAN VALLEY RECREATION

CHEESE MAKING WORKSHOPS:
Sat July 16: Lotsa Mozzarella, 10 am-12
pm; Fabulous Feta, 1-3 pm. $69 each.
Crescent Valley Hall.
SLOCAN LAKE SWIMMING
LESSONS: 9 sessions over 2 weeks.
Mon-Fri, July 25-29 and Tues to Fri, Aug
2-5. Pre-school to Level 4, $60; Level
5-7, $75. Slocan Lake Public Beach.
Financial assistance available.

226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.BC.CA
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RDCK hopes to roll out transit improvements
submitted
The RDCK board wants to expand
transit service in the Kootenay Lake West
region, and will submit a request to BC
Transit for extra runs in 2017.
The additional service includes: one
extra weekday morning run to the Slocan
Valley; an extra day of service between
Kaslo and Nelson; an extra day of service
between Nakusp and Nelson; an extra day
of service between Salmo and Nelson with
an additional pm service for all three days
to Salmo; one extra weekday morning
to North Shore scheduled to meet the
Kootenay Connector which travels to
Trail; an extra run per weekday to Blewett
in the peak pm period; introducing service
to Perrier Road (outside of Nelson), three
times per day.
The board will also request the
addition of a weekday pm peak trip for
the Kootenay Connector (Route 99) for

implementation in 2018.
The number of hours received will
depend on how many expansion requests
Transit receives from communities
throughout the province.
The RDCK service would pick up
half the cost to implement these extra runs;
the remaining half would be paid by BC
Transit. If every 2017 run is approved, the
RDCK service would pay an estimated
$136,700 (19.6% taxation increase). The
Kootenay Connector service would result
in a 7.4% taxation increase (or $61,600).

CORRECTION

In ‘Nakusp Secondary School Class
of 2016 are into the woods’ in our last
issue, we incorrectly stated that Nakusp
Secondary principal Natasha Miles had
written a book called Natasha’s New
Doll. In fact, the story was written by
Frank Francis.

Your ad could
be here for only
Open Thurs - Sun
$11.00 + GST

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

Bill Lander
Realtor®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley
for the 14th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson,
Kaslo & Trail

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca
Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

HEALTH FOOD

Rutabagas
Whole Foods Market
New Denver, BC
316 Main Street
250-358-7900

Open Monday - Saturday
10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Open Sunday, 11 am - 4 pm
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

ORGANIC PRODUCE • NATURAL
MEDICINES • VITAMINS • SUPPLEMENTS
AND MORE
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

GIFTS
Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
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At the Hidden
Garden Gallery

COMMUNITY

submitted
‘The Spirit of Gaia’, watercolour
landscapes by Jane Champagne, will
kick off the 2016 summer season of
shows at the Hidden Garden Gallery
July 4-9. Jane Champagne (1930–2008)
was a well-known Ontario painter
whose work was acquired by more
than 60 corporations and dozens of
private collectors. Jane did her BFA at

the University of Toronto then went to
Paris on a scholarship. A decade later,
she returned to Canada where she raised
two kids (Anne and Sophie), worked
as a writer/editor and eventually a fulltime painter. She was asked to write
and illustrate a book about en plein
air painting and in 1991, Painting the
Ontario Landscape was published.
Teaching was an important part of
Jane’s life, resulting in the founding of
the Ontario Outdoor Painters Society
(OOPS) at the Southampton Art School,

where she taught. Let it never be said
that she lacked a sense of humour.
Jane regularly left southern Ontario
for a brush with other climates. Always
drawn to evoke the spirit of the land,
she painted intuitively, adjusting her
palette, technique and approach to
capture Mother Earth’s uniqueness
with a freedom and joy that comes from
within, and from years of experience. A
reception for ‘The Spirit of Gaia’ will be
held on Wednesday, July 6 from 7 to 9
pm with music provided by Noel Fudge.

submitted
The ten-year-old daughter of a
Sicilian Mafia boss is cruelly kidnapped
from her bedroom on the night of her
birthday celebration. She knows her
captor well and, until this night, has
trusted him and held him fondly in
her heart. Maria’s prospects for rescue
plummet as she is sold into child
prostitution and eventually sent to a
Holocaust death camp.
Is it possible for a girl so misused
for so long to emotionally endure the
torment she suffered and still maintain
a semblance of normalcy? The quest
for an answer leads the reader on a
zigzag journey through the bloodline of
three generations, ending in the bowels
of a Mafia mansion on the island of
Sicily. In this book, you will experience
the profound love of a daughter for her
mother, and a granddaughter’s misgivings
about her crazed grandmother, the
matriarch of a battered family:
• Brianna, a successful law student

who gives up everything to search for her
beloved mother;
• Lynette, Brianna’s mother, a
survivor of child-slavery in South Africa;
• Maria, a kidnapped child who
endures years of torment to eventually
become the most powerful Mafia boss
in Sicily.
Lucia Mann’s story, book two in the
African Freedom Series, explores the
ugliness of child-slavery while it tests
our attitudes toward revenge and mental
health.
Available on amazon.com, amazon.
ca, and the Nakusp Home Hardware.
Lucia Mann, humanitarian and
activist, was born in British colonial
South Africa in the wake of World War II
and now lives in Fauquier. After retiring
from freelance journalism in 1998, she
wrote a four-book African series to give
voice to those who have suffered and
are suffering brutalities and captivity.
The other books in the series are: Rented
Silence, CBC Book Award; Africa’s

Unfinished Symphony, Indie Excellence
Award; and A Veil of Blood Hangs
Over Africa. Visit LuciaMann.com and
ReportModernDaySlavery.org for more
information on how you can help alleviate
the scourge of modern-day slavery.

• Leela Kapel is a mixed media
artist from the Little Slocan Valley. Her
show, ‘Where Two Worlds Meet’ will
take place at the Hidden Garden Gallery
from July 11 to 16. Leela focuses on
integrating the ambience of forests and
mountains into everything she creates.
She calls her work ‘intuitive abstract
expressionistic art’ and experiments
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with a variety of different media to
combine realism and fantasy. “I find the
delicacy and flow of watercolours is a
good balance between the realistic and
impressionistic styles,” she says.
A reception for ‘Where Two Worlds
Meet’ will be held on Tuesday, July 12
from 7 to 9 pm with music provided by
Richard Burton.

Lucia Mann publishes The Sicilian Veil of Shame

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

Summer is around
the corner!
Colour Bomb
Yourself!

318 Broadway St. Nakusp, BC 250-265-3288
Guest
House

Lucia Mann’s new book is The Sicilian Veil of Shame.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods in Winlaw is 10 years old! The anniversary was celebrated June 24 with cake and prizes. Congratulations to Grigg and Eric!

James EARL
Elliott Moffat
August 16, 2024 –
February 12, 2016

Earl Moffat was born in the
family farmhouse near Saltcoats
Sask. on August 16, 1924, the 8th
child and seventh son of Andrew
and Mary Anne (MacDonald)
Moffat. He enlisted early in 1942
and served with the Sherbrooke
Fusiliers as supply truck driver and
then tank instructor. His Regiment
was involved in the D-Day landing
as well as the capture and clearing of the city of Falaise and the Liberation
of Holland.
Earl met Jean Cahoon of Melville, Sask., on a training leave, and they
corresponded for years until marrying in April 1946. The happy couple
tried farming on the homestead before moving to Fort Qu’Appelle and
then Yorkton. The family then moved to Kamloops BC in 1958 with their
5 children.
Earl sold Real Estate in Kamloops for J.R. Pyper Ltd. and was the first
President of the Multiple Listings Bureau for his area. He was hired as a
BC Hydro Land Agent in 1965 and the family moved to Revelstoke. Earl
was responsible for relocating families in anticipation of the Columbia
River flooding which happened in 1967-68. The family moved to Nakusp
in 1969 where Earl took on the job as Land Reservoir Manager working
with Hydro until his retirement in 1985.
Earl was very active in his communities. He coached baseball, worked
in the Boys and Girls club, promoted youth curing, supported the Nakusp
Arrowtarian expansion in his later years and was very active in the Royal
Canadian Legion acting as president and Zone Commander over his years.
Earl was predeceased by his
parents, sister, brothers, and by Jean,
his loving wife of 63 years. He is
survived by his five children: Valerie
(Guy) Drebet, Eileen (Wayne)
Letourneau, Andrew (Bev Sinclair)
Moffat, Susan (Robert) Paterson, and
Corinne (Roman) Stasiewicz. He is
also survived by his 19 grandchildren
and 20 great-grandchildren.
A Celebration of Life will be held
at 2:00 pm on July 16, 2016 in the
Legion Branch 20 Hall in Nakusp,
BC.
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Valley artist appointed to Mondial Art Academia in France
submitted
Frantisek Strouhal, a mixed media
artist who is internationally admired
for his unique body of work titled ‘Art
Embracing Awareness’, was recently
approached by Mondial Art Academia
to become one of their members. “Your
work has caught our attention for its
great quality…and the jury of selection
and myself are very happy to welcome
you within our academy…and to appoint

you Chevalier Academicien…It’ll be
a great honour to have you,” wrote
Johanne Vallée-Her, the academy’s
communications director. Mondial Art
Academia’s mission is to encourage,
spread and promote culture, arts and
letters by recognizing and rewarding
the exemplary career of artists. With
a creative and aesthetic rigor, it brings
together professional artists and amateur
talents in France, Europe, Canada, the

USA and other countries.
Strouhal says it is a great privilege
to have been selected by a society of
high integrity whose goal is to contribute
to the deep and lasting success of its
members and to be part of a huge social
network related to the field of arts. The
owner of Mirage Studio spends most of
his time creating new artworks and doing
portraits on commission combining
a 19th century technique with 21st

century art and craft. His works are
in many private collections, and have
been featured in numerous juried and
invitational exhibitions internationally.

You can view his artworks at www.
frantisekstrouhal.com. He can also be
reached at frantisekstrouhal@gmail.
com.

Detail from To the Other Side, a work by Frantisek Strouhal

West Coast Rainforest showing at Studio Connexion
submitted
‘West Coast Rainforest’ is the
third exhibition of the season at Studio
Connexion Gallery. The first solo show
for Kate Marlowe runs from June 28
to July16 and the opening reception is
scheduled for Thursday June 30 from
5 to 8 pm. Come meet and greet the
young artist.
Kate has exhibited work at the
Seymour Art Gallery in Deep Cove and
the Ferry Building in West Vancouver.
She has a special connection to the
Kootenays and especially Nakusp,
where she has been spending her
summers with her grandparents.
Marlowe recently graduated from
the Illustration, Design, Elements and
Applications Program. A recipient
of the Design Edge Award and the
GDC National Award, she is currently

working for a graphic design firm in
Vancouver.
The series of paintings in the show
beautifully represents landscapes from
the West Coast Rainforest. Moved by the
variations of light and colours in nature,
Kate captures the west coast feel with
her impressionistic style. Her walks in
Capilano Canyon, Lighthouse Park and
Mosquito Creek inspired this collection.
Studio Connexion Gallery is a venue
of the ALFA Art Walk and is also part
of the Columbia Basin Culture Tour.
It is located at 203 Fifth Ave. NW.,
Nakusp, two and a half short blocks from
Broadway. Open Tuesday - Saturday
from 11 am to 4 pm. Private viewing can
also be arranged by calling the gallerist
at 250-265-8888 or leave a message at
250-265-3586. Follow the gallery: www.
facebook.com/studioconnexion

STUDIO CONNEXION GALLERY proudly presents its 8th exhibition
			season.

GALLERY

June 28 - July 16: Kate MARLOWE
July 19 - August 6: Holly WOODS
August 10 - 27: Summer Group Show
August 30 - September 17: Patrizia MENTON
September 20 - October 8: David NIXON

Gallery Hours: Tuesday to Saturday from 11 am to 4 pm or by appointment 250.265.3586
203 Fifth Avenue, Nakusp

